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of the, system, 'according to estimates
of engineers, will not prove expensiveIt Is the desire of the committee
i
to aee the sewer Bystera in the dis

NO INCREASE FOR FIREMEN
Chicago, Jan. 28. Representatives
of the 35,000 locomotive firemen em
western railroads
ployed on sixty-on- e
and the general managers, who have

CITY EDITION

lze the Importance of the situation
and told him to cut out his fooling,
but presently discerned the humor of
the man's eye and obligingly obeyed.
trlct mentioned above constructed at
faingie handed and alone, the in
A
the least possible expense and at th
been conferring over a dispute as to
teresting stranger then proceeded to
earliest possible date. In order to
the wages to be paid on certain class
go through his pockets, and after him
do this It has decided to call upon
of engines, have failed to reach an
the gentlemen in the smoker and then
volunteers among the property own
agreement and the wages will con
the passengers, one by one, as he
tinue the same. A year ago an arbi
ers who will agree to pay for the
came to them. Twelve in all were
tration board gave firemen on engines
Improvement as fast as It Is completvisited by the same demand and from
LONG NEEDED CIVIC IMPROVE
inch cylinder or REFUGEES SEEK HAVEN THERE each of the 12 he secured
ed.. A certain payment Is to be made WOMAN ACCUSED OF ATTEMPT with a twenty-fou- r
something, LEGISLATOR SPRINGS SENSATION
TO POISON HUSBAND REMENT WILL BE A REALITY IN
TO ESCAPE TAKING SIDES
at the beginning of work and the
over, and on compound engines weigh
IN THE COLORADO SENAamounting to $200 in all. He compel!
LEASED FROM JAIL
rest in easy Installments so that
NEAR FUTURE
ing over 215,000 pounds, $3.75 per day,
IN INSURRECTION
ea Pullman Conductor McCafferty to
TORIAL FIGHT
The genaral managers claimed this
may be all ready to be turned over
accompany him through the car and
Vas a mistake as many of the engines
to the contractors by the time the
guard.
ON OWN HER RECOGNIZANCE
DECIDED UPON LAST NIGHT sewer is
PUZZLED keep
were equipped with superheaters that THE AUTHORITIES
completed. 'This probably
It was through the bravery of the IT MAY ELIMINATE SPEER
reduced the amount of coal burned to
will be done on estimates. Such
two conductors, the regular man and
DEFINITE PLANS DISCUSSED AT plan will make it unnecessary for the THOUGH BAIL WAS $10,000 JUDGE the same level as the smaller classes DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO ABOUT the one In charge of the Pullman,
A
DEMOCRAT.
JUDKINS,
DE
of engines. The Bremen wanted an
citv to issue bonds or sewer certifi
TOOK PRISONER'S WORD FOR
that part of the passengers escaped
MEETING OF SPECIAL
HOLDING UP THEIR LIVECLARES
HE
WAE
20
cent in wage in lieu
THREATENED
increase of
cates on which an annual interest of
per
without loss. The Pullman conductor,
THAT SUM
COMMITTEE
STOCK FOR DUTY
of the award of the arbiters.
BY SUPPORTER OF MAYOR
not to exceed 6 per cent is exacted.
Kinsman, had been left towards the
w hen It Is seen how cheanlv the
rear of the car, and when he thought
HUSBAND ASKS A DIVORCE
THEY ARE ALMOST DESTITUTE the holdup man was not looking he CAUSES
ITS EXPENSE TO DE LOW work can be done 18 believed
REAR ADMIRAL RETIRES
UPROARINiTHE HOUSE
perty owners will be ready and an
slipped out the rear door.
Washington, Jan. 28. The first of
lou8 to
In ALSO TO
But this act was seen and the foot
APPLY FOR INJUNCTION the high officers of the navy to be CONDITIONS, SERIOUS WITH ROB
PUBLIC
SPIRITED
PROPERTY order to pledge prompt payment
COLLEAGUE CALLS UPON Hlivi TO
witness the early beginning
This was McGaffey's
pad followed.
retired this year is Rear Admiral BERS
MOTHER
SEPARATING
AND
OWNERS MAY MAKE BOND ISOPERATING FREELY AND
and completion of the work.
chance and while the robber was af- NAME MAN. BUT THE ACCUSER
Lewis C. Heilner, who will close his
CHILDREN
SUE UNNECESSARY
PROVISIONS SCARCE
According1 to the figures of George
KEPT SILENT
ter the other man he touched the
active career tomorrow on account
B. Morrison, the engineer retained by
bell
and
a
for
halt
rope
Admiral
Heilner entered the
signaled
of age.
Wheeling, W. Va., Jan. 28. Mrs.
A sewer system for Las Vegas, the sewer committee, the cost to pro
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 28. Mexican re Speedily the emergency brakes were
28. Representative
Denver, Jan
seventies. He
navy in the early
Laura
Farnsworth
who
is
Schenk,
hundreds
are
the
complete In every detail and with perty owners will be between $15 and
Judkins,
by
of Aspen, created
fugees
and
democrat,
flocking applied
the robber, becoming sus
reached the rank of commander in
across the river into Texas near Las picious, rushed to the door, covering an uproar in the house this morning.
mains of sufficient size to render the 20 for each 25 feet of frontage To charged with attempting to poison her 1901, that of
In
1906
was
and
captain
the husband, John O. Schenk, waa releas commissioned rear admiral a
In Brewster coun- his retreat as he went, with his six- - by declaring he had been approached
system efficient should the city more be exact, Mr. Morrison belle-veyear Jitas, east of here.
on
own
ed
her
recognizance
today,
cost
will average $16. When one can
than double in size, will be a reality
to
sides either with shooter- by a supporter of Mayor Speer of Den
ty,
escape
taking
two
ago. For the past
years he has
In the not' distant future. Last night nave me saiety ana comrort or a the bail being $10,000.
the federals or insurrectos. Many are
ver, for the United States eenatorshlp,
as
the
off
He
came
sutrain
it
New
been
as
jumped
stationed
York
at'
A few minutes previous she had
the special committee on eewers, ap
and told unless he voted for Speer he
bringing their horses and cattle and
been
served with papers in a divorce pervisor of naval auxiliaries.
on
the United States government offineed not hope to get any bills through
(Continued
Page Five)
pointed by the city council some time
on
(Continued
Page Five)
action filed by her husband, in which
cials are puzzled over the situation. If
the house.
ago, held a meeting in the offices of
It was stated that application would
the Agua Pura company and perfected
they seize the animals for duty, the
Representative Botts of Leadvllle,
be made February 4, for an injunction RICH LUMBERMEN
will
which
make
asked him to name the man who made
it
for
JOHNSON-KAUFMA- N
Mexicans, will be destitute, but if alplans
possible
TURKISH BOYCOTT IS
to restrain her from communicating
Las Vegas to build a modern sewer
the threat, but Judkins declined.
lowed to keep the animals they may
or
with
or
the
from
harassing
husband,
a
at
minimum expense to the
be able to work their way into the
system
Speaker MacLachlan, a Speer dem
MATCH IN FEBRUARY interfering In any way with her chil
BEGIN SENTENCES states and get employment. Very few PROMPTLYSQUELGHED ocrat, said he personally waa a Speer
city and to property owners.
dren, or from entering their home.
The sewer committee has been at I
have any food. Conditions are sesupporter, and that the statement of
A counter suit for divorce is being
Mr. Judkina was a charge against evwork for many months. Each of its TWO
rious, as robbers are operating freely
HEAVYWEIGHTS
WILL LIKE prepared by Mrs. Schenk'a counsel.
ASSAULTED ery Speer man unless he divulged the
FIVE SOUTHERNERS CONVICTED and no provisions are being received AMERICAN CONSUL
members has been gathering Informa
LY STAGE
GO IN
It is common gossip that Mrs.
DURING RIOT ABOARD VESSEL
name.
In the district, even by the Americans.
tion concerning sewera and sewer con
OF PEONAGE MUST SUFFER
Schenk
will never be tried a second
PHILADELPHIA
Judkins, however, sat silent.
REPARATIONstruction. Civil Engineer George E.
DEMANDED
SEVERE PENALTY
time for the alleged crime. The jury
The house took; no action at the
GIVEN 90 DAYS IN JAIL
Morrison, at the request of the com'
which stood 11 to 1 for acquittal IB
time.
New York,
dayB In jal was. the sen
Jan. 28. A
Ninety
mittee, has made exhaustive Invest!- 28.
The
Jan.
Salonika, Turkey,
believed to have been aa fair and im
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 28. Five wealthy tence Judge D. ,R.
I
Later under a continued fire of
Murray handed out Salonikl boycott committee today de
gations concerning the engineering bout between Jack Johnson and AI
or men as ever were southern lumbermen entered the fed- to Clara
a
I
partial
body
Judkina modified Ms oriaf
questions,
colored,
Jobson,
yesterday
problems to be encountered and the Kaufman to take place in Philadelphia
a
clared
steamers
all
boycott
against
empanneled to hear a criminal case in eral prison here today to serve sen- ternoon. The woman was arrested on of
statement
by saying he was told
ginal
probable cost while City Attorney Her--( some time In February, has all but this
Mall
line
the
packet archipelago
tences for peonage. They are:
state.
bert W. Clark has mapped out the
"if
of
and
concluded. Johnson has exprea
the
not
combined
did
he
eupnort certain meavagrancy
charge
and boatmen and
attempt sures and a certain
W. S. Harlan, "'Albert Gallagher,
Public
has been with the
to the neighbor- ed to prevent the lightermen
man" his bills
conduct
displeasing
gal courso to be taken by the city I sed his willingness, provided the purse woman sympathy
loading of the com
from' the day ehe was arrest Dir. W. E. Grace, C- C.- Hilton and B. hood in which she lives, Tilden and
In making the proposed improvement. I Is big enough, and it is understood
be
would
killed.
steamer
pany's
Olympia.
Last night the committee heard re- Jack O'Brien, who is promoting the ed, many believing she is the victim S. Muggins, all of Lockhaxt, Ala.
Railroad. She is one of the bunch of
There were minor cbgea In the
The authorities acted promptly and
of a conspiracy on the part of her hus
Harlan and Gallagher are to serve women the
have been trying to placed Keriinagha, the dictator of the democratic vote for Unifod States senports from all of these and, after con- match, has offered a satlfactory guar
police
siderable discussion, evolved a plan antee. Kaufman has been wired to band's family to get her out of the eighteen months each and must pay run out of town for several weeks. The organization under arrest. The trou ator today. There was no election-fines of $5,000.
The others are to Jobson woman Is
way because she Is not a
which is. believed to be the most feas come east.
powerful and has a ble started in a mixup between the The republicans threw the -- bulk of
serve
three
months
each and pay fines mean
ible and satisfactory.
to C. C. Dawson who
A few days ago she crew of the steamer New
disposition.
Jersey and their strength
WESTERN TOWNS GROWING
of $1,000.
The members of the committee, are
entered the home of a colored woman a detachment of Turkish soldiers that received thirty votes. Of the dein-- .
Kaufman Goes East
28.
The populaThe cases were the first to originate in her
Washington, Jan.
Colonel M. M. Padgett, chairman; .F.
San Francisco, Jan. 28. Al Kauf
and
neighborhood, bringing with the vessel was carrying to Morsina, ocrats Speer polled twenty-fiv-e
tion of Prescott, Ariz., Is 5,092, com- in the south and the government
H. Pierce, D. T. Hosklns, T. W. Hay- - man left here Tuesday for the east,
all her worldly possessions. ' "Ise Asia Minor. The New
Adams eighteen.
her
files
Jersey
to 3,559 in 1900.
pushed them vigorously.
came tu stay," she said, and proceed- the
ward and C. C. Robblns. Mayor K. with the announced intention of join- pared
flag of the United States although
Rock Springs, Wyo., has 5,778, comD. Goodall and Engineer Morrison met ing a burlesque and vaudeville com
ed to make herself at home. The po- no warrant for this Is found in the
Crisis In New York
pared with 4,637 in 1900.
WIFE'S NAME CRAZES HIM
lice had to be called before she could shipping register.
Albany, N. Y. Jan. 28. There was
with the committee.
pany at Wilkesbarre,, Pa., Monday
Sheridan, Wyo., has 8,408, compared
St. Louis, Jan. 28. A charge of dis be ejected from the house.
no quorum of the legislature present
The plan evolved last night contem night.
with 1,555 in 1900.
the peace against John Han
turbing
of
construction
today and no choice therefore result
immediate
the
jplates
American Consul Assaulted
sel, fifty years old, was dismissed by
ed
(n the ballot for United States sen.
a system of laterals and such mains FOUNDER'S DAY AT HAMPTON
Washington Jan. 28. The American ator Rumors
Judge Pollard today when Dr. C. A. TRAIN HELD UP
of a break to come next
aB are necessary In a sewer district to
Hampton, Va., Jan. 27. Founder's JOB PRINTERS ON
at
has
made
embassy
Constantinople
Heberscht of the city hospital staff
week still are in circulation. Charles
be formed according to law. The dis- day at Hampton Institute was celerepresentations to the Turkish gov
testified the defendant becomes tem
trict will include the greater part of brated today with an interesting proIN BROAD DAYLIGHT ernment in regard to the attack on F. Murpnvj' the leader of Tammany,
LONDON
porarily unbalanced every time his
hours last night confer-STRIKEJN
the north end of the city. It Includes gram of exercises in honor of the
John T. Peristiany, United States spent several
wife's name Is mentioned. Hansel
with Patrick (E. MoCabe, demoring
the section north of Lincoln avenue memory of General Samuel C. Arm
consular agent at Alexandrotta, made
BY
ROBBERY
LONE
cratic .committeeman' from Albany
AF- was charged with disturbing his wife's DARING
and west of the Santa Fe's main line strong, the founder of the Institu THE WALK-OUDOES NOT
during a mutiny yesterday on board
and
he
had
been
under
obser
peace,
county and chief clerk of the senate.
IN
BANDIT
CITY
tracks. The west Doundary line will tion. The principal address
PUEBLO
LIFECT BIG DAILIES SHORTER
was
the coasting steamer New Jersey.
vation at the city hospital since De
He left this morning for New York.
run from Tenth and Lincoln to the delivered bv Dr. S. C. Mitchell, ol
CAPTURED
MITSIS
WEEK WANTED
cember 24. "Whenever he hears his
Junction of Columbia and the same tilie University of South Carolina.
wife's name mentioned he loses his
. GIRL
SUNDAY M'KINLEY DAY
HELD FOR RANSOM
street. From Columbia avenue north
London, Jan. 28. A general strike reason." the physician said. "He is
Pueblo, Colo., Jan. 28. Held up and
New
an
Tomorrow
is
the
Jan. 28. There was no
street
will
York,
McKinley
be
day,
the boundary
Eighth
in
is
trade
the
In
while
still
broad daylight
job printing
already perfectly normal at all other times. robbed
BURLEY PAYMENT MADE
in the search for Miss
the
of
of
the
birth
letup
martyred
today
niversary
The northern boundary will not run
inside the limits of Pueblo, was the
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 28. The first under way and a number of employ
president. The day has coma to be Dorothy H. C. Arnold, daughter of
in a straight line. rTom Eighth and distribution
es are involved. It will be rapidly
to
tobacco
novel
of
experience of passengers aboard known also as caranation
money
TO LEASE COAL LANDS
Friedman the line will run east to
day because Francis R. Arnold, millionaire per
& Southern passenger train
in Kentucky, Ohio and Indi increased the, coming week when the
Jan. 28. The senate Colorado
on
Uaited fumery importer, and niece of the late
that
the
Washington,
Sixth. From Sixth to Fourth, Baca growers
throughout
day
A lone
No. 2. yesterday afternoon.
ana from the burley pool of 1909 was strike notices expire. The men have committee on
States this flower Is worn in the but United States Supreme Court Justico
public lands today auavenue will be the northern line. From
o
fifty-twa
been
of
offered
week
now
working
made today. One million dollars, or
thorized its chairman, Senator Nelson bandit did the business, and is
tonhole of thousands of persons In R. W. Peckham, who disappeared
Fourth to the railway the line will run
hours but they demand a maxi20 per cent of the amount contained
to
the administration in the city jail, captured by Special honor of the dead president. President from her home here December ' 12.
ave
favorably
report
between Baca and Washington
'
mum
The
of fifty hours.
weekly pe- bill
of the Denver &
in the pool, was turned over to the
favorite flower was the Lawyers Garvan and Armstrong, who
nues.
providing for the leasing of coal Agent McCafferty
tied riodicals managed to appear as usual lands in Alaska.
Rio Grande, who chanced to be on McKinley's
has
been
farmers.
This
money
comare directing the search,
admitted1
carnation.
Transportation
The sewer will be laid in the alleys
today, but curiously the new daily
the train at the time.
more than a year.
for
up
arc
stockholders
that two letters demanding a ranand
their
"It
and
most
accessible
is
panies
every
where
started n support of the printers'
The robbery was one of the boldest
som for the young woman had been
barred from sharing in the operations.
lot within the district will be in a
campaign failed to publish. The daily The interstate commerce comission ever attempted In the entire western
DIVORCED BY DEATH
AGREEMENT
RECIPROCITY
received
The
by Mr. Arnold within the
position for easy connections.
newspapers are not affected.
Utica, N. Y., Jan. 28. While out last twenty-fou- r
Is delegated to fix the price at which country, and this very boldness was
hours. One of the
Washington, Jan. 28. Representas wer district thus formed will empty
afcoal mined on the leased land may be what distracted the attention of the consulting an attorney here this
Mr. Arnold said, demanded
letters,
Into the present system of the Las tive McCall, of Massachusetts, a mem
$750,000 LAND DEAL
passengers and permitted the robber ternoon regarding a divorce action more than he could possibly raise.
sold or transported.
Vegas Sewer company and will in- ber of the ways and means committee,
Colo., Jan. 28. Seven hunPueblo,
to prosecute his work. That the rob- she wanted instituted against her husadan
although he is a millionaire.
clude that portion of It that lies with- today introduced in the house
and fifty thousand dollars has
dred
who
has given his name as band, Mrs. Jane Aldrich, fifty years
ber
in its boundaries. According to the ministration bill to carry out the re been paid recently for 5,000 acres of HAMMERSTEIN SUED BY WIFE A.
ha't
L. Buckley, of Reno, Nex., is a bad old, was notified that death
New York, Jan. 28. Proceedings
$100,000,000 TRUST CO.
franchise held by the old sewer com- ciprocity agreement with Canada. The land ten miles southeast of Pueblo
indesired
freedom
man
and
wanted
the
for
similar
crimes
her
brought
New York, Jan. 28. Mrs.
to
once
was
referred
at
bill
the
ways to C.
husfrom
an
her
absolute
for
divorce
pany the city had the right to purL., B. H. and F. W. Tallmadge
in other parts of the country, Is the stead of the courts, as first intended. Green, who has been called Hetty
the
chase it whenever it so desired. Ne- and means committee.
of the Pueblo Rocky-For-d
Land com- band, Oscar Hammerstein, the opera- belief of many who have knowledge She was prostrated.
of
were
American
ah-Queen
this
haB
tic
made
with
been
have
begun
today
by
Finance,"
impressario,
gotiations
pany by the Robert H. Atkinson Land
of the case.
dlcated. Her son, E. H. B. Green, who
Mrs. Mavina Hammerstein.
and satisfactory terms
corporation
Misof
Mo.
St.
The
company
Joseph,
The holdup occurred at 4:20 o'clock
"made good" In the great southwest
have been received.
NAVAL APPROPRIATION
souri
company has contracted to
in
the afternoon, near Bessemer sta PORTUGAL SERVES
after an eighteen-yea- r
test la Texas,
According to the plan of the combreak 3,000 acres and sow in small NO
YET FROM
tion, a suburb of Pueblo. The holdNEWS
has taken over the management of his '
mittee the city will make use of the
and
alfalfa
The
this
spring.
BILL BEFORE HOUSE grains
up entered the train at Pueblo, and
mother's fortune. "We expecV;o
section of the law governing improvebalance will be divided in small orchduring the first few minutes' ride oc
NOTICEJN VATICAN form a trust company of our own U a
ments for .;, municipal
corporations,
HEELING
ard tracts.
GUNBOATJY
cupied a seat in the smoker. No one
substantial capital," he said.' "Toe t
which makes it possible for the cost CONSIDERABLY SLASHED 1N.COM
suspected anything when he arose and GOVERNMENT'S
talla are now being worked out It
of the sewer construction to be.assess-e- d
DECREE
SEPABEGS OFF
MITTEE CARRIES TOTAL
with a pair of overalls tucked care
will be incorporated under the laws
RATING CHURCH AND STATE
against the property ahuttlng the
New York, Jan. 28. C. A. Hender- NAVAL DEPARTMENT UNABLE TO
lessly under his arm, walked back
OF $125,421,538
of New York, and be a n(Ar enter
ACCIRUMORS
CONFIRM
OF
improvement. This plan Is to be folson, former husband of Mrs. B. G.
TO BE PROMULGATED SOON
through the train to the toilet room
prise in every respect." '' The Greon
lowed out in the various sewer disDENT ABOARD WARSHIP
Henderson Heinze, now the wife
of the Pullman sleeper.
fortune
is estimated at JWO.OOO.OOO.
28.
The
Jan.
naval
tricts to be formed In the future
Washington,
of F. Augustus Heinze, has applied to
In a moment he emerged from the 'Lisbon, Jan. 28 Foreign "Minister
and which eventually will cover the appropriation bill was reported to the Justice Gerard In the supreme court
Washington, Jan. 28. No news has toilet into the smoking compartment Machado announced today that the
BELIEVE FILIPINO f LEPER
entire city. With a general bond Is- house today by Chairman Fobs of the for an order releasing him from pay- yet been received from th
gun boat where five passengers were riding, his government's decree separating
the
Jan. 28r-- The
sue the city will raise the money to naval affairs committee. 'It carries ing Mrs. Heinze $100 a week
Washington,
district
alimony. Wheeling, enroute from New York to features
concealed behind a Mack church and state would be promulgat- health officers are
build a plant for the proper disposal a total of $125,421,538. This is $6,000,- Henderson sets forth that Heinze is
emvinced
that
Guantanamo, Cuba, which It Is rumor- mask. Thrusting a revolver into the ed within a month. Nevertheless, he Anactoto
of Its sewage. This may Ibe a septic 000 less than the current appropria well able to provide for her. Hender- ed met with an accident at sea. All
Popabalay,' the Filipino
tank or other facility for turning the tions and $2,000,000 less than the es son offers to care for a daughter by efforts to get into wireless communi- face of Conductor McGaffey, he said: added, the government! has (.expressed youth who has been leld as a leper
"You can't get those hands up too regret to the Vatican that tho pope suspect at the nava?
sewage Into a running stream accom-- l timates submitted by the navy de his marriage to the present Mrs. cation with the wamhip have been un- fast."
hospital, is suf..
has no representatives in Portugal, fering from'
thafemaady and win .soon
'
ing to the provisions of law, This part partment.
Heinze.
successful,
i
The conductor at first failed to real- where the "faithful are so numerous." Isolate him."'
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NEWS FORECAST FOR THE
COMING WEEK

THE STATEHOOD

VHY THE ARIZONA Stray Topics From Little Old New York

CONSTITUTION

Nw York, Jan. 28. The discovery
of gold In paying quantities in Dutchess county, has caused considerable
excitement and hundreds of men
have abandoned their work here to
prospect in the Pawling mountains.
It is reported that gold hunters are
swarming over the mountains, in the
hope of f'ndlng a rich vein. This is
not the first time that gold finds have
been made in the mountain districts
of this state, "but In most cases the
game was not worth the candle. The
recent discoveries, however, seem to
be of a more substantial nature, the
rock assaying from $46 tj $186 of gold
and silver per ton. This find has
caused a revival of the old story of
the lost Bonson mine. According to
that story a man named Anthony Benson, who, at the time of the revolu
tionary war, lived near what is now
Matteawan, would disappear from his
home several weeks at a time. When
he returned he would bring a quan-ttof gold dust It was believed te
had discovered a deposit of gold sd
rich that lie could not extract the me
tal from the rocks by the simple pro
cess of washing. Benson was killed
at the storming of Stony Point, taking the 'secret of his mine to his
grave.

Jan. 28. President
Washington,
Tart, Secretary Knox, Justice Day and
other prominent public men who were
Intimately associated with the late
ASSORTMENT OF ROUTES GOING President McKinley will be the speak- PROMINENT DEMOCRAT
POINT8
ers at the. banquet to be given MonAND
RETURNING
LOW
OUT DANGEROUS
day night by the Ohio Society of
ROUND TRIP RATES
'
the
Washington to commemorate
of the martyred
birthday
anniversary
Albuquerque, N. jrf., Jan. 28. Like
Tucson, Ariz., Jan. 28. Citing lack
a snowball rolling downhill, the pro- president
of substantial check upon municipal
Schools, colleges, historical
indebtedness and the placing of the
posed statehood excursion of repretypographical unions, editorial
WashNew
Mexicans to
in the bands of the politi
sentative
associations and various other organi- judiciary
ington, carrying the returns of the
cians, by operation of the recall, F. H.
ratification of the constitution on a zations in many parts of the country Hereford, a democrat, says the pro
will unite Friday in paying honor to
special train. Is gathering momentum
posed constitution of Arizona la un
the
memory of Horace Greeley. The
at every turn and the Indicationa now
worthy of acceptance and is sure of
are that at least a hundred and twem occasion will be tae one hundredth rejection.
aninvereary of the b'rth of the great
e
will make the trip.
Of the Indebtedness and taxation
Further details of the proposed ex editor.
feature of the constitution he said:
The new British parliament will ascursion are gradually being worked
"At the present time we have wise
semble
Tuesday for the purpose of limitations to state, county and city
out each day and enthusiasm for
the journey la spreading to all parts swearing in the new members. One indebtedness that cannot be increased
of New Mexico. Jiiny inquiries are week later the session, which is ex- without the consent of congress. Con
momonet-ou- a
stitutions of states generally limit
being received by letter and by tele- pected to be one of the most
will be formally similar indebtedness
recent
of
years,
time
the
the
graph, regarding
trip,
by provisions
of departure from Albuquerque, ar- opened br the king with a full state that cannot be changed except by
rival In Washington, stopover privi- ceremony.
amendments to tne constitution auA special election will be held Tues thorized by a
s
vote or other
leges, and the round trip fare.
Through W. A. Cameron, traveling day in the city of St. Louis to decide large vote.
"The proposed constitution of Arifreight and passenger agent for the upon the acceptance or rejection of
i
Santa Fe, the telegraph wires are be- the new city charter. The most dis zona puts a limit on such indebtedness
ing slightly melted obtaining the ne- tinguishing feature1 of the charter is and provides that such limits of
Joseph Sinclair, a businessman, livcannot be Increased except ing on Amsterdam avenue, had a rathcessary Information and things are the provision placing the great major
now in such a shape that a definite ity of ihe city officials and employes by a majority vote of the
er peculiar and decidedly unpleasant
plan with approximate cost may be under fhe civil service. Only the voters voting at the election, but as experience the other day. He crossed
'
Two or three different mayor comptroller, president of the the constitution can be amended by the path o an
presented.
approaching automobile
routes are at the option of the excur board f asaeaora and members of the a majority vote of those voting at any to
Jump on a surface car at Broad
sionists and different rates would be council will remain as elective
election, whether they are taxpayers way and Seventieth street and reached
in effect for each route. A rate of
or not, the limit of indebtedness, un- the step of the car Just as the autoeighty-fou- r
dollars and seventy cents
Of interest to followers of sport and der the constitution, is, in effect, such mobile whizzed past. There was a
for the round trip has been quoted, athletics will be the annual
meetings limit as a majority of those voting at sound of ripping cloth and Sinclair
going via St, Louia to Washington, in New York at the end of the week any election called for the purpose, yelled. He was not hurt, not even
and returning direct to Albuquerque of the United States National Lawn choose to make.
scratched, but the machine had neatvia Chicago. A rate of ninety dollars Tennis association and the Intercol'As the future of Arizona depends ly removed the entire rear
portion
and fifty cents for each passenger Is
very largely upon our getting outelde of his trousers. It was cold, also
legiate Football Rules committee.
to
from
Washquoted
Albuquerque
capital with which to develop our reSinclair darted into the
ington to New York, and from New
sources, I apprehend that this lack car. Half of the passengers were woYork lo Albuquerque via Chicago. In
of a substantial check upon municipal men. Some shut their eyeB, others
REDUCED PULLMAN
doleach case a cost of twenty-eeveIndebtedness and consequently taxa screamed. Sinclair yelled
again and
lars for Pullman fare must be figurtion would be most damaging to our bounced off the car. He stood in the
ed In addition to the straight round
BERTH RATES READY hopes for future development."
middle of Broadway, dancing like a
trip fare.
Judge Owen T. Rouse declares be madman and shouting, but no ' one
The railroads
will arrange to
will not vote for the constitution, came to help him. In desperation he
furnish special service from Albu- UPPERS 2(r PER CENT CHEAPER, citing conditions in Mexico as one of
stripped off his coat and tried to make
WHILE CUT IS
' I
querque to Washington and return,
the reasons. He said:
it fill the gap between his waist and
which means that special trains will
IN LOWERS
I am opposed to the contsitution his ankles, but the wind interfered.
be run to and from the national capbecause it Authorizes the amendment Soon the sidewalks were lined with
ital. However, arrangements can be
Chicago, Jan. 28. Announcement is of the fundamental law by the major curious people and heads- appeared in
made for return individually, via New made from the Pullman
voters at any election. A dem- the windows of the fashionable apartcompany of- ity of
York or Chicago. In other words, fices that
onstration
of the fact that such a con ment houses in the vicinity. Just
have been
arrangements
tne railroad companies will be as completed for the application Febru- stitution la not good can be found. In then, however, the 'automobile, which
liberal In the matter of routes and ary 1 of the new rate rules, which, in the republics of Mexico, the constitu had caused the damage returned to
Btopovers as vjslble and all these clude a nation-wid- e
reduction of 20 tion of which provides that the term tbe scene, bringing the anterior porincidental's together will mean a per cent in practically all upper berth of the president shall be limited to tion of Mr. Sinclair's trousers. The
I if real,
aeui 10 many wiio ueauc iu rates and a cut ranging from 25 cents six years, and that the president shall
stop over in the east on ipurchasins to $1, or 20 per cent of all lower berths. not be eligible to a second term In
and other business.
The new tariffs, which have been office. But Mexico has amended its MORE LAND SOUGHT
is doubtful if there has ever filed with the Interstate Commerce federal constitution every six years
been made a lower rate between Commission, provide that where the since President Diaz first took office,
BY NAVAJO INDIANS
Albuquerque and Washington tban lower berth rate is $1.50 the rate for with the result that he has been in
ever
office
since.
That
to
is
sufficient
stat the upper berth shall be $1.25, and
$84 and the running of the
hood special will afford an excellent where the lower berth rate is more show that a constitution so easily THE
GOVERNMENT
WILL BE
ASKED TO INCREASE TRIBE'S
opportunity to take a run to the na- than $1.50 the upper berth Tate will amended enables people to follow
some one who has won their admira
tional capital see how things ara do- be 20 per cent lees.
RESERVATION
tion by reason of the fact that he
and
session
this
at
there
heJ)
ing
A new feature of the rate scheme Is
to make a noise like a real live wljb the establishment of an intermediate represents some popular sentiment as Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 28. The
eon of New Mexico in heing to lower berth rate. Heretofore a rate a mere, individual."
Navajo Indians, whose reservation in
celebrate the entrance of the( isrt."-tor- y of $1.50 has been collected for a cernorthwest New
Mexico, southeast
into the union.
NINETY-FIFTTO MANILA
tain time and distance, and the next
Utah and northern Arizona is mostly
All in all the indications arc-- ihac higher rate amounted to fifty, cents
New York, Jan. 27. The Ninety-Fift- sandy and unfit for cultivation
or
wfoen the Statehood Special
leaves more. In the revised tariff rates
Coast Artillery grazing, are petitioning the United
Company,
Albuquerque on February 9 It will be $1.75, $2.25, etc., have been put In Corps, In charge of Captain Prentice butues government to enlarge their
New Mexico wherever it was neceseary to bring will leave Fort Hancock tomorrow domain or
well crowded with
give them more and bet'boosters.
about an equalization of the lower for San Franciaco, en route to the ter lands.. William R. Johnston, suberth rates.
Philippines. The company Is to be perintendent of the mission to the
car
also
rates
New
tourist
'
part of the garrison of Corrlgedor Is- Navajos at Tolchaco, Ariz., stopped
sleeping
ChamThe peculiar properties of
berlain's Coush Remedy have been have been filed. There is no change land, In the bay of Manila, and win In Kansas City a few days a 30 on
which has his way to Washington, whera he
thoroughly tested during epidemics in rates for lower berths in these tari- relieve the Fifty-fiftof lnflu nza, and when it was taker ffs, but in the matter of upper berths been in the Philippines two years is to
present his plea.
In. time we have not heard of a sinis a cut of 20 per cent, with a and Is now scheduled to return to
there
The
Navajos, numbering about
Sold
case
al.
of
gle,
by
penumonla.
the United States.
minimum upper berth rate of $1.
28,000, are among the most Industri
druggists.
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Slowly made, surely good

reunion was touching, but a a it could
not be made permanent, the chauffeur
wrapped a blanket around Mr. Sinclair and took him to his home.
There to a general belief that receiverships are highly profitable to
the receiver and that these positions
are to be counted among the plums
wihich fall to the lot of fortunates
only. As a rule this opinion is well
founded upon facts and there are
many receivers who derive a larger
income f rom their positions than they
could earn by their own efforts in
any other work they are capable of
doing. But, after all, there are some
exceptions to that rule. Some time
ago a man was appointed receiver In
a case in which two women, partners
In a "beauty parlor," were the contestants.
When the receivership
made an Inventory he found that the
assets of the concern consisted o'
a few beauty preparations, a lot of
uncollectable accounts and $7.80 lu
cash. Under the law the receiver
Is entitled to five per cent on all
amounts collected by him, but at all
events he Is entitled ito $100. In the
case referred to the receiver asked
to be relieved and tbe court grauted
hie petition, allowing him to keep the
$7.80 on account of the commission
to which he Is entitled, but which
he will. In all probability, never he
able to collect

Petru Lucas, also known as Stan
o
ley Mitchell a
gypsy lold- lng a high rank among the gypsies
In Westchester county. Is sail, extremely sad. Just now, for things
Ihave gone wrong with him anl
something unusual for a gypsy he
has made a decidedly bad bargain.
Some months ago "King" Lucas bad
a falling out with "Queen" Bosnia.
He went straight to another gypsy
tribe and opened negotiations for a,
new wife. His choice fell upon M'.llt-z- a
Nadisch, 50 years old and Inclined
to stoutness. After some dickering
she consented to become his wife
for $60. They were married by the
tribe ceremonial. When Lucas r reposed to return to America, his new
wife was willing, but he had tr.
promise to take her son and his
sweetheart along. Lucas had to pay
of
$110 and a fat pig to the fat'-ethe girl before the old man would
consent to his daughter's
departure
for America, When the whole family
arrived here Lucas was permitted o
land, but the others were taken to
Ellis Island and ordered deported.

'

t

Every pair made to order in a factory devoted
to fine shoemaking for women, where it is never
a question of how many, but always a question of
A sole made from leather of special Solastic
tanning process, as velvety, springy and wear resisting as
the sole of the foot. Ask your dealer.
how good.
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ous of the Indians. They receive no
annuity from the government, but are
obliged to support themselves, chiefly by raising sheep. That produces
a nomadic life, Mr. Johnston says,
the sheep being driven from over
the barren wastes in search of pasture and water. Last winter was
the most severe in fourteen years and
the present winter has shown little
Improvement, so it is with great difficulty that the Navajos have been
aile to support themselves.
Mr. Johnston, who is the founder
of the mission, has made many trips
to Washington, to plead for the In
dians, and he always has been accorded a hearing. Several years
ago he was successful with the help
of President Roosevelt, In restoring
lands to the Navajos that had been
encroached on by cattlemen.
The rock of adversity is generally
mixed with rye.

LAS VEGAS,

ALBUQUERQUE,

SANTA ROSA

GROSS, HELL Y mmi CO.
(Inoorpormted

WHOLESALE MER WANTS
and Demlorm I n

WOOL, HIDES

and PELTS

i

HOUSES at East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque. N. M.,
Tucumcari, N. M., Pecos, N. M., xgan, N. M. .
Trinidad, Colorado.
BAIN WAGONS, tho Best Farm
Wagons
RACINE. SA TtLEY CO., Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS

made

&3SE3S5SSS3

During our January Sale a large number of remnants accumulated. These are short
lengths
rangeing from two yards to ten yards each, all of new desirable merchandise.
In the lot you will
find remnants of wool goods of all qualities, Outing Flannels, Percales, Calicoes,
Ginghams, White
Ooods, flannelettes, Drapery Fabrics and nearly everything that could be desired.

These have all been measured and placed on one of our
large isle tables and have been
marked to sell at
h
to
d
less than the usual price.
one-fourt-

one-thir-

Buy Desirable Remnants and Save Honey
.V

Embroideries

Are unusua,ly pretty and daiDty this
5DrinQ
O WfllStS new, desirable models. They come
r
materials rangeing from the plain tailored effects to the sheer and

season and include several
range of styles and
dainty models with dutch necKS.
fn a large

Prices from $1.25 to $5.00.

Laces
to JOc, special per
yard

lot of Embroideries of the newest and best patterns,' including Swiss, Nainsook and Hamburg effects, all
good desirable styles and qualities rangeing in width from
o
ten inches, worth regularly from 12$c to 20c,
special fir this week,
Cr.e

12c.

one-haht-

I2c

Yard

ESTABLISHED

1862

Sc Yard

regularly
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INTERFERNCE OF CHINESE FORCED WHAT ROOSEVELT FAMILY OF
FOOR 1910 UNUSUALLY

GOVERNMENT

TO

DEPRESSIVE

SACRIFICE

PMILS

HIGH TRUST COMPANY OFFICIAL
POINTS OUT THAT JT RETARDS DEVELOPMENT

wuT marks
4912

WROTE TO GOV.

BALDWIN

THE NEW YEAR THE COLONEL'S

WORLD-WID- E

HAIR CUT
NEXT MONDAY

LATEST

TO CONNECTICUT

MURDERED BY
FARMHAND

LETTER YOUNG

EXECUTIVE

MISSOURIAN

TO

ON TRIAL FOR
ATROCIOUS CRIME

PLACED

WARM AND DRY

IN NEW MEX.
BE SO FAR AS CLIMATIC DATA WAS
CONCERNED IT WAS AN UN-

MADE PUBLIC
PRECEDENTED YEAR
Chicago, Jan. 28. A protest against
New York, Jan. 28
New York, Jan. 28 The final letter
what Is called "government Interfer
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 28. SecUon
Maryville, Mo., Jan. 28. The case
Everybody and
ence In the capitalization of railroads everyining in the little
triangular of Colonel Theodore Roosevelt to Gov of Hezekiah Rascoe, charged with the Director Charles E. Linney, of tne
was made by Charles Dawes, presi- section of the lower
East Side which ernor Ba'dwin of Connecticut in their murder o( ihe Hubbell family, will be United States Weather Bureau, has
called for trial Monday before Judge
dent of the Central Trust Company constitutes
New York's Chinatown is controversy over a criticism made In
W. C. Ellison, who, by a peculiar co Just made public his general climatic
of Illinois, In the hearing before the
being rehabilitated, for the annual the last election campaign has just incidence, defended Rascoe a number summary of New Mexico for 1910.
railroad securities commission, which
la seeking light as to the feasibility period of house cleaning, renovating, been made public here. Governor of year ago when he was tried for the The (figures are especially interesting in that the year just past averof recommending to congress federal settling of accounts and most im Baldwin threatened to sue Colonel murder of Mrs. Kate Baumli.
warmer and dryer than any
aged
The murder of the Hubbel family
control of railroad stocks and bonds, portant of all
g
is on. At Roosevelt at the time of the utter
previous
year since 1895, when the
20
on
occurred
of
the
November
night
Mr. Dawes said that while he fav midnight
tonight every man and ev- ances, but upon the receipt of this last and was one of the most atrocious taking of official climatic data for
ored a general government regulation
ery house and shop must be abso letter announced that no suit would crimes ever committed in Missouri. the territory was begun.
of public utility corporations, he opThe mean temperature for the terlutely clean, wearing new dress and be instituted.
The victims were Oda Hubbell, a farposed a control which would discour
for the year 1910, was 54.6 deColonel
criticism
Roosevelt
The
ritory
by
mer, and his wife and two children.
age development and Initiative. That (adorned with decorations of rightor 1.5
a
gress,
to
Baldwin
when
related
decision
degrees above the
a
on
lived
the
by
farm
near
The
family
restricting dividends resulted in im eousness and all outstanding accounts a
as determined, from
the
an
in
normal,
suit,
On
Barnard.
of
of
employe's
judge
liability
the
village
night
paired service to the public, he said, must be paid, for tomorrow is the Co'onel Roosevelt in his
Bald In the tragedy neighbors heard shots at monthly means and departures. The
letter
had been shown in Massachusetts. In beginning of, the Chinese New Year
the Hubbell home and soon afterward mean for the year shows it to have
that state, he asserted, the gas com 4912, and the celebration will be one part:
have thought carefully over your it was discovered that the house was been the warmest during the last 16
I
panics naa not snown the progress of unusual significance as well as of letter. If I could consider
only your burning. When the flames had been years, since sufficient records have
made by the companies In other states happiness and good .cheer.
I would very gladly extinguished the searching
personal
feelings
parUes been made to afford a reasonable
because of the restrictions placed on ' Already there is a scarcity of fat
that I had wounded found the charred remains of the two mean annual temperature
for the
express
my
regret
them.
little pigs for roasting in the East
In any way and try to children in their beds, where it was territory. The temperature averaged
your
feelings
The same lack of progress would Side markets. This is because the
meet
wishes, if it were possible, evident they had been killed while above the normal throughout the
result to the railroads if congress at Chinamen have bought them up in as to yourform
the
my regret should take. sleeping. Hubbell's body was found year, with the exception of February
tempted to control their dividends, advance for their feasts. There will You must know that in
saying what I on the floor in an adjoining room, and (1.5 degrees) and May ( 1.6 de
In the opinion of the witness. As to be a series of progressive banquets,
did and in my consequent correspond his wife's body was in bed where she grees), which March, September, No
rate making, he said, since one rail one after the other in rapid succes ence with
you I was actuated by no probab'y had been shot without warn vember and December were much
road alone had 200,000 kinds of rates sion. The leaders and other members
feeling of personal rancor or hostil ing. Indications pointed to a prob- above the normal for those months
he did not see how any one body was of the rival tongs will sit about the
able struggle between Hubbell and Practically all parts of the territory
ity.
going, to fix all the rates of all the same festal board, for during the
You were a candidate for the gov the murdreer.
show an excess, the greatest, how
railroads.
New Year festivities a truce is de
Bloodhounds were rushed to the ever, occurred in the lower Rio
ernorship of Connecticut. I was disJohn Moody, called as an expert on clared and the deadly warfare which
cussing a matter which related direct scene of the quadruple murder. They Grande valley in Socorro, Sierra and
railroad securities, cited instances to lhas cost the lives of a dozen China- ly to your
availability for that office. followed the trail to the home of Heze northern Dona Ana counties, extend
show why federal control of securities men around Pell and Mott streets I was criticizing not your
over eastern
personal kiah Rascoe and entered hla room, ing thence westward
would be desirable. The New York, during the past twelve months will character, which I doubt not is high,
were Grant and southwestern
Socorro.
where some of his garments
New Haven & Hartford road, by pur- be forgotten.
but a specific opinion on a most Im found with blood stains on them. Ras- Over this area the excess was prac
The new moon will appear next portant subject expressed by you aa coe was arrested and hurried to St. tically 3 degrees a day.
chasing trolley and steamship lines,
had created a monoply of traffic be- Monday, and on this day of the ap- a judge.
The highest annual mean temperaJoseph for safe keeping. He denied
tween New York and Boston, and the pearance of the new moon the New
Nor was the opinion which I critcis- - all knowledge of the crime. His pre ture was 65.1 degrees at Carlsbad,
their ed in our correspondence in itself un- vious record Is very damaging. Though and the highest recorded was 109
capitalization of the road had been 1 ear festivities will be at
increased 900 per cent, he said.
height and the business of queue important from a public standpoint scarcely thirty years of age he has degrees at the same station on the
A danger to the finances of some snipping will be general. On that day It vitality affected the welfare of all served ten years In the penitentiary, 8th of
June, and at San Rafael on
railroads, resulting from their method Wu, the greatest of all living China earners. It involved a statute, enact for the murder of Mrs. Baumli, a far- the 20th of July. Readings above
of keeping equipment accounts, was men, will sacrifice his queue and all ed by the United States, intended to mer's
he murdered in her 100 degrees occurred at some of the
Chinamen throughout afford railroad employes legal redress home near Arkee, after attempting to southern stations each month from
pointed out by Mr-- Moody. He testi- the high-clas- s
Al which had not theretofore been fur assault her.
fied that many roads were paying in the world will saorifice theirs.
May to September, inclusive.
July
terest on stock issued for equipment ready checks for turns In the chair nished them by law. Your decision
was the warmest month, with an
I
been
had
are being sold by the celestial bar in the Hoxle case, which, criticised,
ALLEGED CATTLE THIEF
long after the equipment
average temperature of 74-degrees
worn out and after assets for the bers and that day the queues will was, in fact, of great public impor
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 28. Captain The lowest annual mean temperature
s
own
but
In
not
ex
Mexico
The
to
on
exist.
state,
New
a battlefield
your
stock had ceased
fall like soldiers
tance,
Fred Pornoft of the
only
was 41.3 degrees at Elllzabethtown,
of lBBulng more stock for more posed before a raking: fire of shot and so far as K mignt ODiaiu iniiuenoe mounted
has received a tele- although it is probable that a lower
new equipment wftn simll&r results shell This universal sacrifice of the as a. Judicial precedent. In other states gram, frompolice
Sheriff J. A. Street, of average would have been recorded
.
the witness said, was leading some "pig - tail," a Chinese Institution many as well.','...
Qruay county, anounclng that Joss
at Hopewell, if hla station had conot the weaker roads "up- a blind aU thousands of years' old, la regards
This decision, iwth the argument of Taylor has been arrested on the tinued throughout
the year. The
ley." The right theory, said Mr. Moody as the most pronounced step yet tak the lawyers, had been, as you prob charge of stealing 16 head of cattle lowest temperature .recorded was 32
is to provide for the paying oft of en in the march of the new civiliza ably know, put into pamphlet form from a ranch in Curry county. The degrees below zero at Ellzabethtown
the obligation in proportion as the tion in China.
by the railroad interests and circulat- cattle have been recovered.
on the morning of the 17th of Feb
ed generally throughout the United
equipment worn out.ruary. This was the coldest mont.
among railroad lawyers engaged In
of the year, with an average of 35.2
WRITES A
effort to nullify and destroy thlB
the
MIGHT BE DEAD TODAY
degrees, and the 17th was by far the
CHARLES A. SPIESS
law. It was the main support or tne
coldest day.
Garden City, Kas. In a letter from
ABOUT PEACE Following the mild weather of
railway interests in their efforts to deBOOK
Mrs James Hamner, of this city, she
SIGNS CONSTITUTION feat this national law. In this deciJanuary, temperatures averaged besays, "I firmly believe that I would
sion you had declared one of the secnot
for
were
low the normal during February, but
If
it
not be alive today,
tions of this law unconstitutional, a RAILROAD PRESIDENT DEDICATES very mild and unseasonably warm
Cardui. I had been a sufferer from
HIS NAME TO THE OF- section which related to the very esAFFIXES
EFFORT TO ANDREW
I
weather prevailed
during March,
womantly troubles all my life, until
FICIAL COPY THAT GOES TO
sence of the act so far as a very large
CARNEGIE
found that great remedy. I feel that
causing too rapid advance of spring.
number of employes 13 concerned, and
PRESIDENT TAFT
however, continued warm,
ApriL
I can't praise it too highly." Are you
which was the main subject of my
the
of
New York, Jan. 28. Arthur E.Stil-well- , barring a brief frost period from the
a woman, suffering from some,
and you further had
of the Kansas City, 16th to the 23d, and most of the
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 28 Hon. criticisms of you,
troubles, to which a woman is pecua judge your poli- Mexicopresident
as
'in
it
embodied
Car& Orient railroad, has written territory escaped the light frost of
liarly liable? If so, why not try
Charles A. Spiess, president of the
tical philosophy of opposition to so a book entitled "Universal Peace
May, although the month' averaged
dui, the woman's tonic? You can rely constitutional convention, and George
called centralization.
soon to be pub- somewhat below normal. Temperais
War
on Cardui. It is purely vegetable,
Mesmerism,"
W. Armijo, clerk of the constitutional
H there 1b to be a libel suit I must, lished
Publishing ture conditions after the light frost
by the Bankers'
perfectly harmless, and acts gently
an
upon you the full reimportant
therefore,
place
convention,
performed
New
and
York, of May, which was confined to the
bad
without
of
Boston
but surely,
Company
Tor its commencement,
in which he advocates universal teace higher districts of the northern half,
'Twill help you. Ask your druggist. ceremony yetserday. It was the sign sponsibility
and must decline to take any joint and
points out what he bellevos to were generally favorable throughout
ing of the official copy of the constiaction with you such as you suggest be the solution for the abolition of all the growing season. A general damBALLINGER DEFIES ENEMIES
and
tution printed on parchment
for the submission of the matter to a war.
aging frost did not occur again unBoston, Jan. 28. Aiming a blow at bound up with blue ribbons, to be sent
is preferable, I think, if
It
referee.
the
Andrew
to
that
and
dedicated
is
til the 20th of October giving a long
The work
declaring
his enemies
to President Taft.
you conceive it necessary that there Carnegie, and many of the .chapters season, that, no doubt, would have
endeavors of many advocates of reThe aignlng of the document was should be such a suit, that it should
are addressed to "your majesties, been highly successful if the precipi
forms and progress of the present day no
great task, both Mr. Spiess and take its course in a usual rather than
out
mean- tation of the year had been approxito
haul
be
to
everything
seemed
a bold, clear an unusual way. I, of course, prefer George, William and Nicholas,"
Mr. Armijo writing
of England, mately the normal amount
heads
crowned
the
ing
by the roots, Secretary Ballinger in a hand; both are rapid wielders of the
that no suit should be brought, but if
and Russia.
The average precipitation for the
speech before the banquet of the pen.
)
is brought I feel too deeply on Germany
one
na- territory, as shown by the sum of
William college here
that
alumni of
The
every
author
sugests
was a prob- the principle involved In this controthat a But the pen! Ah, that
the
averages, was 9.46
point
emphasized
it as a versy for which I have contended for tion, in place of a secretary of war, the monthly
wanted
So
lem.
many
people
down
not
be
could
Inches below the norwhose
4.35
or
of
man
pulled
a
peace
secretary
inches,
good
souvenir and some of those craving many years to ayoid the Issue in such appoint
to
lowest
average for the
do
and
to
the
all
be
shall
possible
and that the work of his head and
It
mal,
the instrument, were prominent peo- a suit. The main Issue in our contro duty
of last 16 years, being even slightly less
These
war.
secretaries
hands would be steadier because of
prevent
which
ple, It is said. Of course, the pen versy seems to me to be one
should form an international than the year 1902, iwhlch had herethe shocks of battle.
could not be divided into Uttle bits. can readily be passed upon by those peace
to insure human brother- tofore been the limit of dryness for
board
peace
To fricassee it would destroy its who have sufficient education to read
With the single
nations of the en- the territory.
worth. And yet every one could not and understand English and who have hood among the
which received
of
world.
August,
tire
have it, and to give to one person before them my letters and your opinthe normal
election
than
more
the
advocates
Stllwell
Mr.
slightly
would cause no end of bitterness.
ion.
in each
occurred
as
the
man
a
of
a business
deficiency
amount,
president
So then, Territorial Secretary Nath
After receiving this Governor Bald- of
movethe
reaching
the
condemns
year,
United
month
States,
throughout
an Jaffa stepped Into the breach and win announced that he felt that the
and a maximum amount of more than an
solved the problem. There will be point of issue betewen them still ex- ment to fortify the Panama canal,
war
the inch in September, while marked deas
for
desire
the
fricasseelng of the pen; no hard feel isted as to the law and facts, but had designates
ficiencies also occurred in February,
national
indigestion.
fel
become convinced of Mr. Roosevelt's
ings, either. The pen will join its
March, May, July, October and Delow pens in the New Mexico Hltsoric-a- l sincerity in the matter and his freeM'KINLEY
OF
MEMORY
IN
cember. No county was exempt, a
Sunny Monday laundry
society. , There It will rest, not far dom from personal hostility.
28. The
birth- deficiency occurred in each, reaching
Jan.
it"
President
Washington,
conused
Taft,
from the pens
by
soap is economical
day anniversary of the late President a maximum of more than 10 Inches
tains no rosin and does not Vice President Sherman and Speaker
ENGLAND'S AGED PEERS
William
McKlnley is to be celebrated in central Chaves county, exceeding
their
in affixing
waste away quickly. One bar "Uncle Joe"toCannon,
London, Jan. 27. The Earl of
Ohio State Society with a 8 inches in Eddy county and 5 inches
the
by
statehood
the
enabling
signatures
one of the few peers who banquet at the New Wlllard hotel generally over the eastern plains disof Sunny Monday will go as act.
were alive when George IV. was on Monday night which Js expected to tricts, southern Union, San Miguel,
far as two bars of ordinary
the throne, celebrated his 82d birth be one of the most notable affairs of Guadalupe, Torrance, Santa Fe, Rio
yellow laundry soap.
NEW CLUB AT. MEMPHIS
day anniversary today. Despite his Its kind given in the national capital Arriba, Sandoval, McKinley, eastern
No 'matter what laundry
28.
The
years, however, this winter. The main speakers of Grant and Luna counties. Two small
Memphis, Tenn., Jan.
soap you have been using, Greater Memphis Athletic Club has Lord Feversham Is not by any means the evening will be men who have areas had a slight excess In precipSunny Monday will lessen the completed arrangements to hold its the grand old man of the peerage. worked with or under Mr. McKlnley itation,, one in northeast Colfax and
labor of your wash day and initial boxing show next Monday The Earl of Wemyss Is in his 94t"a during his life in the White House. the other in northwest San Juan,
double the life of your clothes. night. The program provides for a year and continues to take an ac- President Taft will head the list but these were so small in amount
Frankie tive Interest in publio affairs. Then and others will include Secretary of and area that they do not affect the
d
bout between
contains a marvelous dirt-far- tr
Joe there are Lord Strathcona, who is State Knox, Secretary of Agriculture general and marked deficiency at the
and
Conley. of Kenosha, Wis.,
which saves rubbing.
Senator territory.
90, and several others who have pass- Wilson, Justice Day and
as
ofl
the
New
Orleans,
Mandot,
COMPANY
ed their 85th year.
The greatest local amount for the
Dick.
main attraction of the evening.
hair-cuttin-
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LAS VEGAS
HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed healthful-J- 0
nesg without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300

days of sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from wells of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly, nineteen inche. average, occurring principally In July and August
The soil la highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, r proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An IrrigaUon system to cover many thousand acres surrounding the city Is now being constructed.
Mining developments In the adjacent mountains are showing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality li
quarried nearby.
The Pecos NaUonal Forest, w hlch is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising Is a profitable business. .
A great natural pleasure ground abound i in this
National
Forest, with ltg grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts wl thin easy access of the city are
open all the year for health or pie; sure seekers.

year was 27.87 Inches at Harve's
Upper Ranch, at the headwaters of DRY DIGGING ON
the Galllnas river, and amounts Ir.
excess of 20 inches also occurred In
CANAL NEARLY OVER
Aspen Grove Ranch, In Rio Arriba
county, and at the Galllnas Planting
Station, in San Miguel.' The least WITH EXCEPTION OF CULEBRA
annual amount was 2.84 inches at
CUT ONLY A FEW PATCHES
Gage, Luna county, and a considerREMAIN
able area in central Grant, Luna,
Dona Ana, southern Otero and southColon, Jan. 28. The opening of the
west Eddy counties had lees than F,
new
year finds the work of the canal
s
inches, while more than
of the territory had les3 than progressing with the same smooth
10 inches. Many stations had the monotony as that which has characsmallest annual amount thus far re- terized the operations for the preced
corded, ' The
greatest
monthly ing four years. .While the exact fig
amount was 9.83 inches at Montoya ures can not be given, the excavation
in August, which was generally the work upon the big ditch Is now about
s
completed, and, as a
month of greatest rainfall.
matter of fact, the remainder to be
The average snowfall for the year
or twenty months'
was 17.5 Inches, which is less than dug Ibq nly eighteen
work. Although the Americans have
half of the snowwfaJl of the year
been In possession ot the canal zone
1909.
This amount, however, was
almost seven years, nractlcally all of
distributed
in the of the excavation has
quite evenly
been done In
months from January to April and
the last four years. In fact, the enOctober to December, inclusive. The
tire output of soil from the canal duraverage number of days with pre- ing the years 1304, 1905 and 1908 could
cipitation was 43, The average num now be taken out In the course of a
ber of clear days for the territory few wenVa under the systematic man-was 197. partly cloudy 121 and cloudy
agemen of tto eanal commission. The
47.
At Santa Fe there was 77 per
w
dme
thge wU-- r yearB
cent, or tne total possible sunshine
of obliter
during the year. September had the
hi ghea t monthly livrage . amount, 87 ating disease, of building
dreds of houses
the air .rred near
per cent. Roswell had 72 per cent men, of double for
on Eighth
tracking
of the possible sunshine and October railroad so that the vast orse became
83
cent,
had the hlglhest amount,
per
earth and rock taken fronnoblle neai
while December fell off to 59 per could be quickly and sy and
Main
cent
handled, of improving tl ran down
The mean relative humidity at the cities of the republic of Pa- telephone
Agricultural College was 47 per cent; of getting things generallyihe side of
at Las Vegas, 43 per cent; at Ros- shape as to facilitate jail opved her
well, 53 per cent; and at Santa Fe, in connection with' thi cionstrucgg an(j
50 per cent. The spring months were the canal. The great waterway
"
f
very dry generally. The total wind precedence over everything
'
movement for the year at the Agri- anybody or anything getting nndil
cultural College was 62,405 miles, or chariot wheels of progress was gri
s)
7.1, miles per hour. The highest ve- to dust or cut to pieces and bjl
d
on
scores
the
of
(with
72
hour
in
the spoil
the
miles per
locity was
22d of July. At Roswell the total abounding upon the isthmus.
The most particular part of the
wind movement was 50,852 miles, or
veal
The
hour.
5.8 miles per
building is that connected with
nighest
locks and gates at Gatun, P
from
52
hour
miles
was
dams,
per
locity
the northwest on the 14th of August. Miguel and Mlraflores. With the e
At Santa Fe the total movement was ception of Culebra Cut, most of th
77,467 miles, or 8.9 miles per hour, dry excavation Is already, finished,1
and the highest velocity was 45 miles and when the dams are high enough
per hour from the north on the 3d the water from the different sources
of April. The prevailing direction will be backed up and dredges utilfor the year for the territory, was ized, since it is considerably cheaper
from the west The year was not to perform the work in such manner
than to handle the earth and rock with
quite as windy as 1909.
A' few
steam shovels and trains.
small patches of dry excavation still
BIG SKAT TOURNAMENT
remain in the canal prism between
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 28. Delega Gatun and Gorgona, but the commistions of skat players from all over sion will have little to bother about
the state are' arriving in the city to in connection with them, as this work
take part in the annual winter tourn will be let out to contractors.. It has
ament of the Wisconsin Skat League, been found by actual experience that
which will begin here tomorrow. The contractors can get out the work
tournament will be held in the West cheaper than the canal commission on
Side Turner hall and the Indications these odd lots.
are that It will be one of the most The Isthmian Canal commission has
successful as well as the best attend- a tremendous advantage, of course,
ed event ever conducted under the over any private concern, In that It
auspices of the league. One thousand has complete control over a strip of
dollars in cash prizes will be dis- territory ten miles wide, which it
7
rules with a rod of Iron,
tributed among the winners.
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Every woman's heart thrills at tin
cooing and prattling of a baby, and
motherhood is her highest and purest
joy. Yet the suffering Incident to
this great consummation of 'iM life's
desire, robs the anticipation of soma
of its sweetness. Host of this can
be avoided by the use of Mother's
Friend. This great remedy prepares the expectant mother's eyttera for tfea com
ing event, and Its use makes her comfortable during all the vjrm, other's
Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles! ;d tendons, It
strengthens the ligaments, keeps the breasts in goo-- , condition, At it r.s-- the
woman to the crisis in healthful physical condition. The 4gL
nw' of
Mother's Friend lessens the pain
when baby comes, and assures a
quick and natural recovery for the
mother. For sale at drug stores.
Write for free book for expectant

5s

mothers,
BRA DITillJ) REGULATOR
i

CO.,

Atlanta, Ga.

.
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Juit as the representatives from
Gen.jral Diaz arrived in Washington
this week to thank President Taft
and the American people for the par
ticipation of the United States in
Recent centenary festlvitjf s j of
Mexifca:
independence wordU c.me
to Washington that the area of i the
rebellion against
lax was spreading Reports which are seemingly
authentic tell of several recent victories by the insurrectos over the
government ' troops. It is evident
that the rising in Chihuahua was far
more serious than the authorities in
And there is no
Mexico pretended.
indication that quiet will be restored
in the immediate future.
The insurrection has brought out
a weakness In Mexico's defenses
which had not been thought of in
the United States. That is that that
country is virtually without a navy.
The report that Madero the rebel
chief had bought a warship in tha
and
United States
fully armed
caused
to
have
said
is
equipped
something like a panic in the City
Rumor was the vessel
of Mexico.
had started for the east coast of Mexico, and intended to attack some of
the ports. That it could hold any of
them if it should capture them is, of
course, impossible, because It could
not carry enough soldiers for this
purpose. It could destroy much of
the shipping in them, however, and
inflict great damage otherwise, for
virtually Mexico has no armed vessels of any consequence-On- e
reason why Mexico has never
built up a navy is that the United
States stands guard over her, so far
as concerns the chances of attack of
European country. But the
any
United States can not save her from
the
within. Apparently
assaults
danger of attack from rebels at sea
has not been taken into the account
by General Diaz's government. This
is a strange oversight for so astute
a personage as the president of Mexico. An attack by Madero at one
of Mexico's important ports would
give the insurrection an international
United
the
Heretofore
Interest
States refused to take Madero very
seriously, but if Mexico is as frightened about his war vessel as report
says It is, the world will need to
watch matters on the other side or
the Rio Grande with some interest
for the next few weeks or months.
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THE SUWEIt SYSTEM
Las Vegas has the brightest prospects of any city in the southwest. It
has every prospect of being the big
gest and most prosperous city in New
Mexico within the next five years. In
other words. Las Vegas has a future
within the full meaning of that word.
One of the biggest advertisements
for new residents and Increased population is a modern
sewer
system, something every progressive
city of this else has and something
every city needs as a part of its ev- erjday equipment If its to remain in
the front rank, or if it wants to get
there.
The special committee named some
time ago to map out. a plan whereby
Las Vegas might construct an adequate sewer system for the city at a
a minimum of cost has completed its
work. Tha plan it presents to the citizens, The Optio believes, la as excel
lent aa It is feasible, and for that
son this paper communis the plan to
I
every public 6plrits. citizen who has
I the welfare of
town at heart
and wants to m something to advance
city, aa well as
"
a'
stopovers
. .
incwwwB the plan evolved for the
deai stem is to be carried to
"TVJ
stop over m tonoluslon
la t0
1a the not distant future
J
ls
depends entirely upon the
been mac"
as Vegas. If they will
AOibuquerer, and pledge themselves to
$84 an
payments to cover the cost
P?" tdtsbPttOion In accordance with
the plan outlined elsewhere In this
issue, then they will enroll themselves
aa members of Las Vegas' sewer
become volunteers in the
ranks of a bigger, better, healthier and
more beautiful city. It will b&-- a "role
of honor worthy the name of any man.
Will you Join the campaign? Will you
enroll? The Optlo hopes you will. The
ls
optimistic
Optic, furthermore,
enough to believe you will. And The
Optio is usually right.
'
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ONLY TWO OK THREE VOTE
Only 14,888,442 votes were cast for
president in 1908 and yet there were
,over 21,000,000 of oters in the country at that time.
A third of the voters stayed at
home. More than that proportion of
from
'. them would have refrained
voting had it not been for the hired
carriages and automobiles that literally pulled them to the polls, says
an exchange.
its it government
by the people
when a third of the electors refuse
f to participate? And is it better or
worse by reason of this neglect?
indifferent
; Does the carrying of the
man to the polls bribe him, and if
not, then does it weaken his patriotism, enlarge the opportunity for
and,
campaigners,
sysfinally should this
tem be abolished foy law?
These questions are suggested by
a toll introduced in the Nebraska leg-islature. This bill if passed will pro,
hibH the use of hired vehicles on
te tkiV
day for election purposes in
,

to

SENA

MOUNTED

POLICEMAN

TAKES

TO MAS ARAGON INTO CUSTODY
FOR CATTLE STEALING

Yesterday at Mineral Hill, Mounted
Policeman A. A. Sena arrested
Aragon, whom he charges with
cattle stealing. The alleged thefts
were committed at Canon Blanco, and
the cattle stolen were the property of
d
Juan Ortiz, Jose Ortiz y Pino and
Chaves, all of Galisteo, Santa Fe
county, well known ranchmen of that
section. Officer Sena brought Aragon
to Las Vegas last evening and lodged
him in the county Jail. He says the
evidence against the accused man if
almost conclusive.
To-m-

,

. .
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revenue tax. This was an
tax, and Gallatin's policy , involved its abandonment Taking bul
the receipts from the internal tax and
the amount set aside for debt payment, Gallatin, had left from his yearly revenue $2,650,000 for the entire
annual expenses of the government
He allowed $930,000 for the annual expenses of the army and $670,000 for
the navy, leaving about $1,000,000 for
the entire civil list
In less than eleven
years' time,
while letting the internal taxes go,
and paying unexpectedly, the full purchase money of $15,000,000 for Louisiana, Gallatin succeeded in reducing
the public debt from $80,000,000 to

HONEY AND STOCKS
Jan. 28. Call money,
nominal; prime mercantile paper 4
per cent. Mexican dollars 45. AmalSugar 115 bid; Atchigamated 62
son 107; Great Northern pfd. 126
New York Central 112
Northern
Pacific 120
Reading 156
Southern Pacific 119
Union Pacific 176
Steel 93
pfd. 119
2

1--

7--

3-- 8;

1--

3--
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Albert Gallatin was born in Switzerland, January 29, 1761, and came to
the United States in 1780. His valuable services to the country of his
adoption were not confined to his
twelve years in the treasury department Prior to entering the cabinet
he had served six years in congress
and after giving up the treasury port-fo'i- o
he entered the diplomatic service. He was one of the peace negotiators at Ghent in 1814 and was an
ambassador to France and England
from 1815 to 1827. He lived to be
nearly eighty years old, his death occurring at Astoria, L. L August 12,

UNDERWOOD
STANDARD

TYPEWIRTER
and the UNDERWOOD stands out as
the best machine one permitting the
greatest latitude of work, doing more
and better work per given effort, and is

The Machine You Will
Eventually Buy'

1849.

cows, $3.254.75; native cows and
heifers, $3.256.25; Btockers Hid
bulls, $4 5. 23;
feeders, $4.506;
calves, $4.758.50; western steers,
$56; western cows, $3.25o.
Market steady to 5
Hoga 3,500.
cents higher.
Bulk,
$7.657.75;
and
packers
heavy, $7.657.70;
butchers, $7.657.75; light $7.70
7.80.
Sheep None reported On the mar
ket today.

JT IS mechanically perfect. It stands up under
every trying condition and is simple in construction. The Underwood. Type Bar Stroke has
but three elements: the Key Lever, Connecting
Link and Type Bar.

Underwood Typewriter Company

Lead and copper nominally unchanged. Silver 52
New York, Jan. 28.

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Jan. 28. Cattle, 300.
Chicago,
Market Bteay. Beeves,
$4.757;
Texas steers, $4.155.30; western
WOOL
and
5. 70j
etockers
28. Wool-Ma- rket sters, $4.50
St. Louis, Mo., Jan.
is unchanged. Territory and feeders. $3. 70 5. 70; cows and heif
western mediums, 21 23; fine me- ers, $2. 506; calves, $7.259.25.
Market strong to
Hogs 9,000.
diums, 1719; fine, 1213.
cents higher. Light, $7.707.95;mixed, $7.657.90l; heavy, $7.50
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
good to
-- Wheat May
7.85;
rough, $7.507.70;
28.
97
Jan.
Chicago,
choice
heavy,
$7.707.S5; pigs,
Corn May 49
July 94
bulk,
50
$7.707.85.
34
$7.608.05;
Oats
May
July
July
'
Market steady. Na
34
Sheep 1,500.
Pork May 1837
July 1790.
$2.70
tive, $2.504.40; western,
Lard May 97
July 370972
4.35; yearlings, $4.505.60; lam!js,
Ribs May 982
July 965.
native, $4.256.15; western, $4;50
6.15.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Jan. 28. Cattle, 500,
Tony Faust Budwelser beer Is
including 100 southerns. Market is on tap at the Opera Bar and ls one
Native steers, $5.256.7S; of the finest draft beers served over
Bteady.
southern steers,
$56; southern any bar in the city.

1

INCORPORATE every desiredfeatureW
nhines into one and compare it,
feature with feature,, working part with working
v
part, with the

$45,000,000.

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
New York,

1

INCORPORATED

7--

.

John Rogers,

Exclusive Agent,

Las Vegas

This is Shoe
Week
at Bachairachs

7--

3-- 8;
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TENNEY WILL RUN TEAM
Boston, Jan. 28. Fred Tenney will
be the real manager of the Boston
Nationals during the coming year and
not a figurehead, as some of the directors had planned. When the owners of the club got to coppering his
contemplated deals, Tenney blew up
and issued an ultimatum to the powers that be, "either I am. the manager
or I do not belong to the Boston
team." This declaration stirred matters up considerably and after some
consultations the directors agreed that
if they wished the team to get out of
the rut they would have to keep their
hands off,
Foley Kidney Pills
Are tonic in action, quick
suits. A special medicine

re
all

in

tor

-

o& 9

Washington, Jan. 28. In these days
over President Taft's
"retrenchment" policy h is not wiin-;ointerest to recall the fact that
will maTk;ihe 150th anniversary of the birth of Albert Gallatin,
who probablywas the first official In
charge of the national purse who
made it his chief business to keep
down expenses. Ga.ilat.la was holding
the position of Secretary of the treasury in the cabinet of President Madison Just a century ago. He was first
appointed to the office by President
Jefferson in 1801 and served continuously for twelve years.
To pay the national debt and at the
same time reduce taxes were Gallatin's chief aims and in order to carry
his policy to success he naturally had
to keep a close eye on the expenditures of the government. He dealt
with a revenue of only $10,600,000
an absurdly small sum in comparison
with the present revenue of nearly a
billion dollars. Of his $10,600,000 revenue Gallatin proposed to appropriate
$7,300,000 yearly to paying off the national debt. At this rate he calculated that the Interest and principal of
the debt, amounting at that time to
about $80,000,000, would be paid in
full In sixteen years.
The sum of $650,000 of the nation's
total revenue came from the Internal
of discussion'
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Gallatin Kept DowTuExpenses
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kidney and bladder disorders. Mary
C. Abbott, Wolfehoro, N. H., says:
"I was afflicted with a bad case of
rheumatism, due to uric acid that my
kidneys failed to clear out of my
blood. I was so lame in my feet,
Joints and back that It was agony for
me to step. I used Foley Kidney
Pills for three days when I was able
t get up i.ud move about and the
pains were all gone. This great
change in condition I owe to Foley
Kidney Pills pnd recommend them to
any one suffering as I have." O. G.
is
MosiVWpi'wiii" agree that this
Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
a KoodViMk and there are some
think!
who.
Ae should be a comA sprained ankle will usually dis
pulsory VbtinX law. Five dollars
able the injured person for three or
might beado-eVcitizen's
poll
the
four weeks. This la due to lack 'or
tax and? remltteat the treasurer's proper treatment. When Chamberoffice when h
Jowa a certificate lain's Liniment is applied a cure may
effected In three or four days. This
from
tflcers that he has be
liniment ls one of the best and most
citi remarkable preparations In use. Sold
discharged his ob!,tions as
zen by fcsting htTvote."
by all druggists.
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OUR DISCOUNT SYSTEM
Has been in force for oyer (wo years and
has given universal satisfaction Our
prices the lowest possible for cash 10

per cent off for cash, think of your saving.
AT

TAUPERT'S
Retail

Prices:

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each
delivery
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery,

-

per 100 lbs.
25c per 1i0 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.

ENTIRE

STOCK including all sizes, all grades and all numbers

exchange any shoe bought, we take pleasure in giving
you a perfect fit. This is unquestionably the biggest bargain sale of
we have ever had.
shoes
high

To Women
YOU like

o EP.ReedS.Ca. A

50c per 100 lbs.

and Paint Spcciatttco
New Mexico Territory Furnished
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
of Houston, Texas.
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Catalogue and
Prices.

What We Have to Offer

$3.50, $3.75 and $4.00 Patent Colt, Patent
Kid, Vici Kid. Gun Metal, Tan Calf,
trench Kid, Goodyear Welt or
Hand Turned......
$3.19

30 YEARS

FOR

i

$4.50 and $5.00, Cravenette, Suede, Velvet, Patent Kid, Gun Metal, French
Kid, Tan Calf, Patent Colt, Shoes
or Oxfords As to E E Lasts sizes 2 to 8 $3.95

of
Ice.
purlcy ana
have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701

THE STANDARD

if you are willing to pay $3.19 for a
pair
we'll give you a chance right now to

get the greatest values you ever saw at the price. We'll give you your
choice of our 1,500 pairs in black vici or gun metals, patents, oxfords or
shoes heavy or light weights, the best and newest styles of the season, all
It's' the
good makes and guaranteed absolutely to give you satisfaction.
best chance you'll get this year to buy a pair of the best shoes made for
much less than their actual value. Any of the following can be had in
Blucher, Button or Straight Lace.

AG IfA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors
Natural
the
lasting qualities of which
Douglas Avenue.

to wear

good shoes
SF that will fit you and
please you,

1

515-51- 7

The

store

Railroad
Avenue

(a

e.lasVegas.

of Quality

Wfil
n.m:

Opposite
Casfaneda
Hotel

LAS VEGAS DAILY

TliyPPACIj,

PERSONALS

OF WINTER
Cold mornings
apd eights-meancolds. and colds mean1"

.

s

that disagreeable feeling"
that makes life miserable; to
obviate which the

A. D.
COLD

5.

and GRIPPE

"".

prominent merch,v,
".uum. is cere on a business

Francisco Quintans, school
teacher
Ulslnct No. B4. was in Las Vegas

aiuuiano, secretary of the
at Ojitos Frios. wag
vegas visitor today.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Kitchel. who
are making a tour of the
southwest,
are here from their home in
Dqtrplt,
jutcn,
Joseph Westheim of New York, who
"as oeen here a few days on a busi
ness visit, left last
night for Albu
querque.
Miss Organ, who has been SDend
ing several months in las Vegas, vrtll
leave tonight for her home in Meade- .
vtlle, Pa.
uionacio uiibarrl, postmaster at
Casa Grande, was among the business
visitors at the court house this
morning.
Harper Harmon, the "pitching kid,1
arrived today from a trip into Illinois
and Kansas. Harmon is now in the
Santa Fe service.
f&z Valverde, a prominent citizen
of Trementine, was in the city yes
teraay calling on his friends and
looking after business.
w. hv uearstyne, who represents
the Peters Paper company of Denver, was in town peddling new stor
ies and selling paper today.
Mrs. C. H- Niel, whose husband
is agent for the Santa Fe at Shoe
maker, was in Las Vegas today shop
ping arid visiting with friends.
0.t J. McCann of the Santa Fe shops,
has returned from northern Iowa,
where he spent several weeks visiting
relatives. Mr. McCann's visit was pro
longed on account of the serious Ill
ness of his mother.
T. W. Holmes, an attorney of Clay
ton, was here today on his way home
from Santa Fe, where he was admit
ted to the, bar of New Mexico- - Mr,
Holmes is' a native of Massachusetts
but has decided to locate in the new
state. ' i '
uooi aistxict

REMEDY

is a panacea. No cold remedy known brings about surer
or more certain relief. No
family should be without a
box of A. D. S. Cold and
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at

WINTERS

1U

'

DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

WE HAVE A
NICE LINE OF

FRESH HEAT

r

beeF
PORK
MUTTON
VEAL

-

CHICKENS
HAMS AND
BACON

.

JOHN. A. PAPEN
PHONE

144 AND 145,

Frank Revell,

.

.OPTiq

1
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Of;f
15
For Cash

In buying baking powder
examine the label and take
only a brand shown to be

made with Cream ol Tartar

ON ANY RUQ
IN THE STORE

ALL WEEK

COMMENCING

JANUARY

i,

1911

REMEMBER:
C91 pfl
ijJLI.LU

too fjfl

For the
Rug8i

For the

Axminster
ize 9xl2 feet
$26.50

29 50

ofo)
0 n
fnirLfii

FOR

Smith

Seam-P0J.U-

U

lesg Axminster 9x12 Rugs.

COQ pn For the 135.00
i)U.UU 9xl2 Axminstei Superior
Rug8
M flfl For the $42.50 Smith

ipiH.UU

10.6x13.6 Axminster Rugs.
For
the $19.50 Smith 12x15
C0Q Cfl
IPU3.UU Axmin8ter
Rugg
And all other Rugs as marked in
plain figures less
off for cash.
one-fift-

h

Remember, 10 per cent, off for cash
on everything this month '
except specials.

Mrs. W. ix. Rosenthal entertaineo
the Friday Afternoon Bridge club yes
terday. Following the amusement of
the afternoon, refresuments were
served.
The "case" has now attained an age
of about six months and He has made

some Inquiries about the price of soli
taires. If you watch closely you may
see the solitaire probably at the next
'
'
dance. Who knows?

The, young people's society of the
First Christian church enjoyed an in
formal social last , evening In the

church. A program of speeches, reci
tations, and music was given after
which light refreshments were served,
The social is one of a series of similar
events to be given by the Christian
Endeavor society during the winter.

Tl flOSH

ML

I:

CREAM

iAffll MEM

the Y. M. C. A.
The company
undoubtedly is the best of its
kind that hag been here in many
months. Particularlydelightful was
the playing of Estelle Franklin Gray,
the vlolln'si. She showed herself to
be perfect master of her Instrument
and was gracious in her response to
enchores. In addition to her playing
the violinist was sweet and pretty.
Liena Jjonam Ayer, soprano, has a
beautiful voice. Her numbers on the
program were much appreciated. A
thorough musician is Edith Haines-Kuestepianist, the third member of
the company. She played several
piano solos of her own composition.
As soloist and accompanist Is the better of any pianist who has been here
this winter. The Ayer company made
good here and Las Vegas people would
glad If they would return agala Last
night the absence of so many young
children was noticeable in the perfect
order maintained.
r,

A pure, wholesome,

reliable Grape
Cream of Tartar Baking Powder.
Improves the flavor and adds
to the healthfulness of the Jo od.

No Alum No Lime Phosphate
Both Reduce the Healthfulness
of the Food.

Thursday evening the adult Bible
I am qnlte positive that the nse ol altun baking
class of the First Christian church
should be condemned."
powder
was entertained by J. M. Bentley at
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Prof. Vaaghan, Vaiomity of Mlckigam.
in
his home,
the country a short distance from Las Vegas. Mr. Bentley
Road tho Label
sent to town rigs for conveying the
"Alum, sodium alum, basic aluminum sulphate,
LAS VEGAS TO HAVE SEWER party, which numbered about twenty.
sulphate of aluminum, all mean the same thing
The evening was spent in an informal
namely, BURNT ALUM. Kama Statt Board of Health.
way, some time being spent in the
(Continued From Page One)
discussion of plana for extending the
modern sewer system at an outlay habit of Bible study in the Christian Mrs. Stein Hostess
of only $16 he will not be slow to church and throughout Las Vegas. De- at 11
O'Clock Breakfast
signify his willingness to sign a con- licious refreshments were served.
A charming party of the week was
tract to part with the cash when he
that of Mrs. John Stein, which was
sees the sewer ready for use, is the Infant Christened at
INCQRRIGBLE BOY
THROWN FROM BUGGY
given Wednesday in her apartments
belief of the committee.
Church of Lady of Sorrows
in the Castaneda hotel. Invitations
This morning at 10 o'clock in the had
During the coming week an effort
IN TROUBLE AGAIN
been issued for 11 o'clock at which
IN EXCITING RUNAWAY
will be made to secure as large a Church of Our Lady of Sorrows on the
time an elaborate breakfast
was
number of pledges of this kind as West side Isaurito Eugenio Salazar,
served, the rooms and tables being
may be obtained from the residents the infant child of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. prettily decorated for the occasion. RUSSELL CHINEA DIDN'T PROFIT MISS MARINE HARPER NARROW-Lof the proposed sewer district. The Salazar, was baptised. Rev. Father
The afternoon was spent at bridge. BY CLEMENCY EXTENDED HIM
ESCAPED DEATH LA8T
movement will be known as Las Paul Gilberton, pastor of the church, Miss
BY JUDGE ROBERTS
Mary Davis, proving most profiEVENING
Vegas' sewer campaign. The names officiated. The sponsors were Miss cient at this popular amusement, reof those who pledge prompt payment Eugenia Manderfleld and Luciano Sa ceived the first
prize, while Mrs. Hal-lRuBsel Chlnea, the young boy who
Thrown from her . buggy when
will be pnnied in me Optic from day lazar, respectively sister and son of
Raynolds was awarded second.
was
before the district court during the vehicle waa dashed against ' a
to day. It is expected that by next Mr. Salazar. The little one whose
Mrs. Stein's gueata were: Mesdames the November term on the
charge of telephone pole by a maddened horse.
Saturday night The Optic will be run' brow was sealed in this ceremony with J. M. Cunningham, Harry W. Kelly, forging the name ot Mrs. John Shank Miss Maurlne
theIs
Harper last night re
holy faith the young- W. E. Gortner, C. S. Losey, Axnsden, to a check for a small amount, ia
nlng several columns of names. Don't the sign of
ceived several painful bruises.' Luckwait for somebody to call on you; est son of E. H. Salazar, formerly of E. J. McWenle, F. L. Myers, F. II.
in trouble, Having run away ily she escaped without serious incall up The Optic and atjk to have this city and editor of El Independien-te- , Pierce, Hallett Raynolds, E. D. Ray- again
from the home of Dr. and Mra. M. M. jury. Th
accident occurred near
"receiver
now
for
the
governbut
your name placed on the list. It
nolds, W. R. Tipton,. Johanna Vollmor, Mllllgan on the mew, where Judgm tie A. O. XX. W. hall on
A C. L. M.
Eighth
in
Sumner.
office
ment
Fort
land
C.
H.
to
inforwell
be
for
might
Roberts directed he Bhould remain. street Miss Harper's horse became
you
Baily, Mary Behrlnger,
give
mation as to the number of feet of number of the friends of the family Ilfeld. Cohan. H. W. Goelitz, E. B. The boy left the Mllllgan home sev- frightened at an automobile neai
at the christening.
Shaw, Lynch, Ceclllo Rosenwald, W. eral days ago and came to town. Sev- the corner of Eighth and
frontage for which you will have to were present
Main
J. Fugate, Charles A." Spless, John S. eral articles, including money, are said streets. The
pay. Get busy and .boost for a sewer
ran
animal
down
Clark. Barnes, Plowman, A. H. Whit- - to have disappeared with him. It Is Eighth street,
system.
Delightful Concert
striking a telephone
more, O. G. Schaefer, C. A. Schmidt, likely the boy will be obliged to serve pole in a sudden veer to the Bide of
Should a majority of the property at the Y. M. C. A.
owners pledge prompt payments the
Last evening the Ayer Concert com- J. E. Smithers, W. G- - Haydon and W. a sentence In the reform school at the road. Miss Harper showed her
as
will
of
be
work
pany, appearing in the fifth number C. Bailey, Misses Cunningham, Helen Springer as that was the penalty at pluck in holding to the lines and
early beginning
sured. The city has the right un- of the Santa Fe's entertainment Cunningham, Friedman, Mary Davis, tached to a refusal on his part to re endeavoring to control the animal.
.
main with the Mllligans and behave The buggy was badly wrecked. Miss
der the law to issue sewer certifi- course, delighted a large audience at Mary Tipton.
himself. Young Chlnea is now In the Harper was carried into a neighmentioned
which
have
been
cates,
county jail awaiting action on his boring house and later taken to her
above.
With
ENGLISH PASTOR TO GOTHAM
these certificates,
IN DAYLIGHT
New York, Jan. 28. IDr. John Henry case.
which bear interest at not to exceed TRAIN HELD UP
home, 423 Tenth street She was able
6 per cent, the contractors
can be
to be about today. .
Jowett, pastor of the Carr's Lana
Continued from Pago One)
HEIRESS TO WED AN INDIAN
paid for the work done abutting proCongregational church of Birmingham"
Chicago, Jan. 28. The call of th
has accepted by cable, the call
perty whose owners are not able or
& Eng.,
wild
has taken Miss Madeline Sullito
Fifth
do not care to make complete pay- to a stop and plunged Into the D.
him
the
extended
by
recently
t
van, an heiress two years out of high
ments during and upon ihe comple- R. G. switch yard. By this time near-l- Avenue Presbyterian church. Dr.
every passenger on the train knew
tion of the sewer construction. Under
will reeclve $12,000 a year and a school, to her Indian sweetheart in
this system the property is assessed something was going on and about residence, it is said. The calling ol the Big Horn mountains. She will It has been demonstrated, beyond
for payment for the sewer, the total 20 shots were fired at the retreating an English Congregational mlnistei marry Plenty Hawk, a fullblooded a doubt, that Tuberclecide, which is
cost being divided into eleven annual figure. Special Agent McCafferty of to the pastorate of a Presbyterian Crow Indian and the richest Indian of manufactured by the Tuberclecide
to be among church In New York shows that
payments. It can be seen readily the D. & R. G., happened
verj the tribe. The romance of the Chi Company of 703 International Bank
'
with sevand
of
list
bepassengers,
the
Los Angeles, California,
cago girl, who has just become of age, Building,
exists
not
this
does
differences
increase
that
little ogmatlc
system
pursuit-On- e
and the Indian brave began last fall cures tuberculosis where there is at
taxation to a material extent, al- eral other men he started In
tween these two sects.
of the . shots took effect in the
when the young woman went to Sher- least three months' vitality remain
though the improvement will enhance
bandit's arm and, believing he could
ing. Cases pronounced incurable are
the value of property considerably.
To horse raisers, I want you to see idan, Wyo., for a short visit
into
to the
today walking testimonials
Stallion "Iowa Bob" on Henrietta
The Optic urges everybody owning not hold out long, he clambered
was upon him ranch 4 2 miles east of Las
Best draught beer in the city, at above fact, and some of them with
Vegas.
property In the proposed district to a box car. McCafferty
forced him to sur- W. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.
less than one lung remaining.
tbe Lobby, of course.
get his name in the list and do It in a moment and
of death.
on
render
penalty
early. Upon the success of the plan
evolved by the committee depends in
a great measure the fate ot a sewer
Remedy An Appre
Foley's Kidney
A sanitary
ciation
system in Las Vegas.
L. McConnell Catherine, St., Elsewer is something that is an absoexto
wisn
writes:
"l
N.
mlra
Y.,
lute necessity here. Now a plan for
appreciation of the great
the realization of the hopes of the press I my
derived from Foley's luaney
good
progressive people who wish to see Remedy, which I used for a bad case
Las Vegas go ahead has been evolved. of kidney trouble. Five bottles did
proved
Will the people of the town embrace the work most effectively andmost
redoubt it is the
it? The Optic believes they will. . to me beyond medicine I have ever
I
liable kidney
J. M. CUNNINOHAM, Prwldent,
M "
Su"a
OmpNmlPmUIn
taken." O. G. Schaefer and Red
PRANK SPR1NQER, Vice PrMldent,
ARE YOU A WOMAN?
Cross Drug Co.
D.T.HOSKINS.Chler.
080,000.00
$100,000.00
P. B.JANUARY, Asst. Caihler.
Baltimore, Md. Mrs. W. H. Ison, at
1419 East Madison street, writes, "For
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
several years, I suffered, off and on, FOR RENT Ranch, one mile out,
from female troubles, until finally I
north on Eighth street. Fenced
was taken down and could do nothing.
and cross fenced, 3 room adobe
The pains I experienced, I shall never
house, stable and large barn. Inforget. I lost weight till I was only
quire E. V. Long.
skin and bones. I believe I would
the
,n
have been in my grave, if I had not
tried Cardui. I shall praise It as long For either acute or chronic kidney
Gives one a feeling of satisfaction hard to describe.
and pamrui
as I live." Many women, like Mrs. disorders, for annoying
take
Foley
Every dollar put in the bank immediately begins to
urinary irregularities
Ison, are weak and discouraged, on
An honest and effective
increase in value and the rate at which it increases
account of some painful ailment. Are medicine for kidney and bladder dis
is greater each successive quarter of a year.
Cardui orders. O. G. Schaefer and Keo
you one of these sufferers?
Co.
Cross
Drug
will help you. Try it today.
Any
'
,
druggist.
established
and
a
.
well
Is
insti-thoroughly reliable
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
tution. Start an account with it and you will be
When in need of an auctioneer see in the wood. Direct from distillery
W. F. Calhoun and get his prices. Sat- to you. At the Lobby, or course. .
surprised to find how it will grow.
"i
isfaction guaranteed.
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BATIK
a. Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Stetson Chamois Hats, all latest
.bartty lea. $3.50 at the Hub.
rels on the bar.

and remember that

Y

et

CONTRACTOR

and BUILDER

AN ELKS CLUB HOUSE
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
It is generally rumored that Las
Building Job Work a Specialty
Vegas Lodge No. 408, B. P. O. Elks
Phone, Alain 330
Opposite Optio is planning the erection of a home
during the coming summer. The Elks,
it is eaid, have got along without a
club about as long as they can stand
it. When they get to thinking about
the good times the Hello Bills are
having in other cities they get green
with envy. No. 408 is growing and
ENGRAVERS-HUNTER- S
is in excellent financial condition. It
is not unlikely it will show its faith
in Las Vegas by a substantial investment in club quarters soon. It, is said
the Elks will consider the matter at
the first In&eting In February.

WILMAMdON
HAFFNDRGD.

Hpray

DBWVBR. COIO.
PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A
idlest Aik your UrvMlit for A
Dlanond 7lran4Y
ilchMr'ft
ills In Red and Gol metalUcXW
T
kcs. sealed With lilua Rfhbon.
Take n other. Bur F your V
Drnnrliit. AskforCIU.CIIEH.TGRS
DIAMOND BRAND FILLS, for &

If you are suffering from biliousness, constipation, Indigestion, chronic headache, invest one cent in a postal card, send to Chamberlain Medicine Co,,, Des Moines, Iowa, with your
name and address plainly on the back,
and they1 will forward you a free samStomach and
ple of Chamberlain's
Liver Tablets. Sold by all druggists.

yean known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Many persons find themselves affected with a persistent cough after
an attack ,of influenza. As this cough
If In need of trees or shrubbery see can be promptly cured by the use of
Cough
Remedy, It
W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G. Cal- Chamberlain's
should not be allowed to run on until
houn's real estate office and leave it becomes troublesome. Sold by all
"'
your order. 608 Douglas avenue.
druggists.

TIHJIE

BSE ML
WHY?

SANITARY
DAIRY
Becauso of the Following Correct Conditions
Separate Concrete Floorid Buildings.
2. Steam Sterilizing Ovens for bottles and all utensils.
'.
3.
easily remove! bottle caps.
overThe above conditions at least seem to have been entirely
this
in
vicinity.
looked by all other milk producers
4. City water exclusively for stock and cleansing purposes.
5. All cows tested by government official.
6. Up to date cooling and aerating system.
Strictest rules of cleanliness' observed throughout.
7
conditions enumerated
We wish to emphasize the first three
to them by the city
attached
the
importance
above, because of
boards realize
health
health boards throughout the country. These warm
to absorb
milk)
milk
of
(especially
power
Ind mumpl" alarmingly, the disease bacteria which may exist in the
or wooden floored barn or
milk vessels or ia the air of the dwelling
1.

Air-tig-

7"Z

mlllSmr
w
TJl
-

Drgermiclde known, separate
SANITARY DAIRY,
buildings, at the IDEAL

--

;
da irie
successors to the Moye, Geyer and Corteti
service
and guarantee prompt
products
n quality to those of any other
equal
dairy
ducer.
,

r-- Am a HERS,

pro-

ManBger.,

-

Found at Last

y

Jo-wet-

San MiguelNational Bank

o

LdOj

TBt1
0KJUOj

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Watching

Account Grow

Kid-Pill-

The Las Vegas Savings Bank

.

-

o

at.or.a,ajSengi!
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THE WORLD OF SPORTS

BROOKLYN'S STAR

BASEBALL

JOHNNY KLING

NOTES

TWIRLER MAY
BE TRADED
CLARK GRIFFITH OF CINCINNATI
WOULD SWAP SHORTSTOP

"Rube" Oldrlng of the Athletics
says that his injured knee will be
In fit shape for spring training.
Some of the Boston scribes have
dubbed the Doves the "Heps" In
honor of President William Hepburn
Russell.
Third Baseman Tlemler, tried out
in. 1910, has
by the Highlanders
been signed by Manager Heckert of
Trenton.
The Boston Red Sox' first game
at home will be played April 11. The
Harvard University nine will per
form against the Red Legs.
Tener
of
Governor John K.
Pennsylvania was for five years one
of Capt. Anson's leading pitchers with
the old Chicago White Sox."
"I want good ball players, and not
I
good fellows on my ball team.
can't see these night prowlers," says
Manager Jimmy Barrett of the Milwaukee club.
When
the new stands at the
Cincinnati ball parks are completed
the beer privilege will be a thing of
the past and nothing but soft drinks
will be sold on the grounds.
Joe Tinker of the Cubs, says that
Pitcher Jess Baker of the Spokane
c'ub is a wonder and will be the senAmerican
sation of the
League.
Baker has signed with Comiskey.
Togo Hamanoto commissioned by
a Japanese university to study our
national game, will go ' to Marlln,
Tex., with the Giants. "Japanese attache to the Giants" some blueberry pie, what?
The National League magnates are
treating Roger Bresnahan most
shamefully. Roger wants only seven
or eight stars to strengthen the
Cardinals, but the magnates will hold
on to their stars and leave poor
Roger in absolute want.
John Bender, brother of "Big Chief"
of the Athletics, may be given another trial in the South Atlantic
League. John worked in the S. A.
L. a couple of years ago, but was
kind of a bad actor and was suspend'
ed indefinitely.
At a recent meeting of the Min
n
League Frank E.
Force, a Minneapolis sporting editor,
was elected president, and the league
was increased from
limit
salary
$1,200 to $1,300, exclusive of
the

TALKS ABOUT
INSIDEPLAY
CUB'S

STAR

BACKSTOP
AN AUON SCIENTIFIC
POINTS OF GAME

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
T. G. Upton, Demlng, New Mexico.
One gray mare.
To-wi- t:

rtn
VI.
VU IClfc my
One brown mare.

THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS

HANPLED

Ii

RranriAd
wu joit uiy
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, 11, said date being 10 CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & A. M.
aays aner last appearance of this adRegular communi
vertisement, said estray will be sold

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

By this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11

THORITY

cation first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting brothers cor
H. Stapp, W.
William
invited.
dially
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.

.

DIRECTORY

E. ROSENWALD

LODGE NO. 645,

Meet every first Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at U
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
Appel,
cordially ' inivted. Isaac
President; Chas. Greenclay, Secretary. ,
I. O. B.

Bw

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it LAS VEGA3 COMMANDERV. NO. 2. KNIGr.TS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
may concern that the following deTEMPLAR
v
KNIGHTS
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Cincinnati, Jan 28. According to
Chicago, Jan. 28. Although Johnny scribed estray animal was taken up by
In O. R. C. ball. Pioneer
VT
second
M.
G.
eonclTThursday
M.
N.
Regular
Keenan,
reports from the headquarters of both
Springer,
Kling, the Cub's famous catcher, did
One
buckskin
at
mare
month
each
15
in
about
building. Visiting member are cor
Tuesday
aggregations, the Rede and the Brooknot play up to his form in the recent
Optic's Number, Main 2.
old.
m.
7:30
Invited. W. a. Tipton. O. K.;
years
Masonic
mup.
at
dially
CD
the
infants
Tluiple
are
coyly
lyn
debating
world's series last fall, he still reE. P. Mackel. F. S
8. C: Charles Tamme,
Boncher,
tual advantages of a trade or two.
ceives
credit
i
for knowing all of the
On left shoulder
!
ATE3 FSR CLASSIFIED ADVERriecorder.
fine points behind the bat. Kling was
Nothing definite has been given out as
1. O. O. P., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
TISEMENTS
to what players are involved In the
Branded
asked
LA8 VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL
the other day to give his views
Five cents per line each Insertion
Meets every Monday evening at
On left hip
to make even a
on the scientrfic methods employed
ARCH MASON8 Regular convoca
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. deal, and it is hard
hall on Sixth street, all visittheir
Said animal being unksown to this
however
tion first Monday In eacb
in baseball, and this Is wbat he
No ad to occupy less space than two close guesB. One thing sure,
Brethren
ing
cordially itviied tu at
unless
Board,
claimed
owner
on
or
could be made, and
by
month at Masonic Temple,
said:
lines. All advertisements charged will the best trade that
N. G.; A. T.
Carl
before
Feb."
Vv'ertz,
tend,
said
13,
date
10
'11,
being
,
would be
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
"When I was a pitcher in
be booked at space actually set, with the most mutually helpful,
aays after last appearance of this adV. G.; T. M. El wood. SecreRogers,
H. P.; Chas. H.
teams around
Kansas vertisement, said estray will be sold
sut regard to number of words. Cash an even exchange of Tom Downey for
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
this
Board
for
by
benefit
the
of
1
the
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2. Dr. Scanlon.
Secretary.
Sporleder,
lost
to
City
many
games
by
trying
'Hedgcock,
cemetery trustee.
owner
when found.
Griffith doesn't mind to play Dow
do too much, by throwing too often
LODGE
NO.
DORADO
1,
EL
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD.
1911
Reds, and has already
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODney on the
and by wearing myself out by wastKNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS Meets
Albuquerque, N. M.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
picked Dave Altizer for the regular
ed efforts. I was a failure as a ball First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
Monday
every
'
shortstopplng Job. The Reds are not In
Meets
the second and fourth Tuesplayer In several towns before exevening In Ca
need of Mr. Downey, but could utilize
of
each month In the W. O. W.
days
me
at
that one play
tie Hall. Visiting
perience taught
Estray Advertisement
AGENTS, sell genuine guaranteed a pitcher. One more pitcher of real
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"When
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F. R. LORD
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worthy people to travel and distrib star pitchers. That club loses games
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the first things I learned was that
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to
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not
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PULPIT FADS and FASHIONS
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:and:

Choir Loft

ium, jan. 28 There is no around the hips is tightly fining and
doubt that
coat and frock ornamented In similar style to the
8treet costumes are much in vogue skirt. The collar and parements, or
among fashionable women, but that cuffs, are of fur and in Canadian
THE
aoes not mean that
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
separate blouses opossum, or creamy white astrachan.
have lost their popularity. The sep- are extremely
CONCEPTION Adrian
stylish. Sometimes
Raheyrolle, arate
blouse holds its own in spite silken brandebourgs, or military frogs
pastor.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second masa of all that has been said to the con- and olives are employed to fasten the
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English trary; it is too convenient and solves coat, or a couple, or at most three,
and Spanish at 3 p. m.. In Spanish at too many problems to be lightly dig large jet or fancy buttons, those rep- 1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction carded, and, moreover, in its daintiest resenting large blackberries In beads
form, it la charming enough to en being an
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30
novelty. A very
dear itself to the feminine heart. pretty costume of beaver
m.
velvet,
IS
auiecniam lor English speaking Some of the r.ew models are exceed trimmed with old silver embroidered
ID YOU EVER stop to think that
braid and having a touch of Nattier- children on Tuesday 4 p. m, and on ingly ornate.
every family
Dressy and lovely blouses in the blus satin at waist and neck, worn
Saturday 10 a. m.; Xor Spanish speak
have The Optic as part of its
should
lng children on Thursday 4 p. m., and nets of cobwebby lace design are with lovely sables, attracted much
A
on Saturday at 9 a, m.
made over a metallic net which veils attention at a social gathering the
silk foundation of the suit color. other day.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR For example, a delightful blouse Just
Embroideries on silk mousseline,
The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
ROWS Rev. Paul Gllberton, pastor, turned out by a fashionable dress net, or other filmy foundations
in
be posted on what is happening so that helmav be able
First mass at 6:'30 a. m., third Sun maker to accompany a coat and skirt eastern designs still ornament the
Multicolored
day excepted. Second mass 8:30, costume of wistaria ottoman is of more dressy gowns.
to discuss intelligently with his business
acquaintances the timely 'events of
sermon in English, hymns rendered wistaria net laid, over silver
net, silks and old 'gold, silver and alum
the
day.
,
by the children under the direction which in turn veils wistaria satin inum threads make exquisite trim
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass Another Idea is the use of net over mlngs, discreetly employed upon 'the
I
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish a contrasting net, which is soutached corsage, the upper part and generally
stores; she also
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the
lavishly, the soutache design showing heart-shapeyoke made of very fine
evening.
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra in shadowy tracery through the outer fancy net, either white or of metallic
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital veiling.
fiiigrane, or again of real old lace,
THE OPTIC fills the bill in
every respect and will make itself invaluable to
for the Insane mass every fourth
Among the superimposed effects, of consistent texture and design, such
too, must be noted the nets, chiffons, as Venetian or Milanese point, old
Sunday by the pastor.
every member of your family.
silk voiles, etc., made over figured guipure or point de Bruges, the high,
around
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
silk. The idea is, of course, not new, boned, transparent collar,
Send in your subscription today and find out what is
going on in Las Vegas,
J. Wilbur Rose, Pastor.
Services but the beauty of the new silks per which figures a row of pearls or
New Mexico and the world at large.
held in A. O. U. W. hall, on Eighth mits the achievement of excellent re passementerie of similar gems, with
Btreet, between Douglas and Lincoln. sults, some of the soft Persian silks artistic diamond pendant, completing
Preaching service 10 a. m.; subject, making particularly lovely founda the chic ensemble.
d
There is quite a rage for all black
"The Christian Soldier." Young Peo tions for
sheer stuffs.
The simple models In fine batiste velvet hats, their somberness lighten
ple's meeting 6:30 p. m.p subject "The
Law of Prevailing Prayer," led by or lawns, with front frfll and high ed in some instance by some other
Miss Maureen Harper. At 7:30 p. m, choker, are much liked. Often there and light color. In many of the new
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts of the Nor is no collar at. all, the blouse being hats there is a transparent touch of
a
worn
mal University will speak.
with
to
be
intended
separate coloring suggesting spring, though
collar and tie or rabat. A pretty mo- knot of fur is Introduced to make
SCIENCE SOCIETY, del, seen the other diay, was in whits the artistic seasonable. On some of
, CHRISTIAN
in the smartest hats little clumps of
Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
Regular services every Sunday morn- silk mousseline, finely striped
DAILY OPTIC.
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even- black. With this was worn a plain small tight roses are used with good
ing at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall, black cloth skirt and smart three- - effect. These owers are quite new,
auarter-lenetPioneer building. All are welcome.
BY
coat, lined with a de both in shape and shading, the roses
Name.
between Roao d'i having a waxlike effect resembling
lightful pinkish-red- ,
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL Barry and cerise- A big black hat the camellia.
Address.
CHURCH
Cor. Eighth street and Na completed the costume.
Turbans of fur, of marabou, bea
tlonal avenue, Hi. C. Anderson, pastor.
All the newest coats, whether for ver, velvet or any other material
Sunday school at 9:45. Sermon by day or evening wear, are being made suitable for the purpose are worn by
nil
the pastor at 11. Junior League at 2:30 In a Ion straight shape, and in fashionable women,' but it is vthe turp. m.; Epworth League at 6:30; variably fastened
front ban of fur that shows the most piover In
evening preaching service at 7:30.
modish
slightly on one side, and either with quant developments. The
A cordial invitation Is extended to one
very large button or cut Jet or turban must be broad and posed low
all who have no other place of wor- with a large button of cut Jet or on the head. Combinations of conty of San Miguel in the Territory of
COUNTIES
ship to attend divine serviced at this with a large motif of silk cord passe trasting furs, or of velvet and fur, FOURTEEN
of New Mexico, by the plaintiff, Peter
church.
menterie. Specially useful for Imme aire sometimes seen in the models.
Both, wherein said plaintiff prays that
his estate in and to the following de
and
smart
Two
wear,
diate,
..very
withal,
handsome
ostrich
of
GIVE
long,.,
Main'
MAJORITY
quills
BAPTIST CHURCH .Corner
13,604
d
Is the
coat of soft and in black and wilte may trim this tur
scribed land and real estate situate,
avenue and Sixth street.
blanket-lik- e
cloth.
lying and being in the County of San
ban, or the only ornament may con-- ,
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; morning
Miguel in the Territory of New Mexico
stated by the best sist of a duster of (lowers or fruit, VOTES FOR THE CONSTITUTION
Is
It
positively
service 11:00 a. m.; B. Y. P. U., 6:30
and better described as follows, t:
CONTINUES TO GROW 12
or some barbaric ornament of gold
authorities of fashion in Paris
p. m.; evening service, 7:30 p. m.
Beginning at a point on the east side
no means been rele- or silver tissue.
UNREPORTED
COUNTIES
has
by
The public is cordially Invited to
of
the Mora road out of 7th street,
now.
of
the
is
materials
past.
very popular Just
Gray
gated to the
any or all services.
Santa Fe, N. M , Jan. 28. Corrected East Laa Vegas, N. M., and which
In fact, the position which velvet Elephant, taupe patou, hirondelle and
tints. election returns show that fourteen point is the northwest corner of the
holds in the fashionable world is tourterelle are the" favored
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
such that a woman of fashion can se- Green in ail shades is much used. counties gave a majority for the con- land of W. A. Glvens, thence south
Every Bell Telephone a Telegraph Station
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
82 degrees 45 minutes east, 670 feet
lect, a velvet tailored suit with as There is the "vert Rembrandt," that stitution of 13,604 and with a dozen to the
venue and Tenth street
land of Martha Green; thence
as she would a lovely shade seen in the paintings of counties yet to come, it seems certain
much confidence
Morning worship and sermon at 11 tweed or worsted costume. Judging that master. Then come "vert
that the total majority will be close north 3 degrees 34 minutes east, 805
o'clock. Bible Study and Sunday from
feet to a corner; thence south 86 de1911
and "vert Slrene," each a to 20,000.
the fervor with which chic
Bchool session at 9:45 a. m. Young
33 minutes east, 2650 feet to
grees
maconvenconstitutional
the
Iridescent
The
with,
beautiful
to
the
yellow.
day
bright shade,
cling
People's Society at 7 p. m.
The newest evening slippers are of tion adjourned, November 21, it was the southeast corner of this tract;
terial, the possibilities of this mode
most
a
extends
hearty
The church
Subscribers' Stations
are not likely to be exhausted by changeable tissues. Silver and blue, predicted that the constitution would thence north 3 degTees 34 minutes
2369 feet to the northeast corner
Strangers
Invitation to all people.
fashion for some time to come.
gold and rose, gold and violet are be carried by from 15,000 to 20,000 east,
If you are a subscriber to the Bell Telephone System and
65 degrees 94 minutes
and sojourners In the city especially
It must not be supposed, however, the colors that the makers are em- majority, which seems to have come thence south
wish
to send a Telegram, a Night Letter or a Cablegram, use
4006
welcome.
feet to the Mora road and
west,
that the fashionable Parisennes, by phasizing and, therefore, that women true.
your
Telephone.
.The new counties heard from in northwest corner; thence south 5 decraze for velvet, have opened are wearing.
their
to the operator and you will be connected
"Telegram"
Say
CHURCH
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL
grees 50 minutes east 1Z40 feet to the
For street wear the shoes are pat- corrected returns are as follows:
the door to monotony. One sees velwith a Western Union office from which your message will be
corner
National avenue and Eighth street. vet In all manner of
and
of
southwest
beginplace
For Agst. Majty.
garments and ent leather with white cloth tops.
sent by telegraph and charged in your monthly account.
Rev. J. S. Moore, pasto..
1009
1417 ning.
2426
low Bernalillo
is not confined to one particular The very brave are wearing
It
At night, on Sunday or holidays, when the local telegraph
.
Fourth Sunday after the Epiphany,
Also that certain tract of land lying
325
1529
Chaves
1854,
much in favor for the shoes with ribbon bows or buckles.
as
is
It
office
style.
may be closed, you will be connected with an open WestJanuary 29. 1911. Holy Communion severe straight-cu- t
348
1577 on the west side of the Las Vegas and
1925
velvets are used for Colfax
garment as it Is
Changeable
ern
Union
office without additional charge.
f
mile north
7:30; Sunday school, 9:45; Morning
444 Mora road about one-hal..... 704 260
drap- evening wraps. Brocades, too, are Curry
for the flowing Grecian-shape11:00.
sermon
and
MexThursday
New
the
of
Las
of
prayer
Vegas,
399
city
931
1330
those Dona Ana
d
eries or the
Empire very much worn, especially
the Purification of the Blessed Virgin
PublicStations!
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971 ico, and more particularly described
1269
show designs in gold and sil- Eddy
Directoire
also,
that
The
period,
gown.
as
follows:
Mary, Holy Communion 10:30.
71
231
302
Luna
more
ver.
Ton may also Bend Telegrams and Cablegrams from our
has been the inspiration for
This church Is open daily for pri761
77
Commencing at a noint on the west
Chenille cloth, resembling woolen McKinley .... . . 838
Public Pay Stations. The arrangements vary at different
than one pretty idea in velvet.
meditation.
and
vate prayer
a
685 side of the present Mora road
712
;
1397
classes of stations, but as rapidly as possible we shall equip
One of the prettiest fancies of the crepe, of a soft texture and light in Mora
1072 short distance south of the present
67
1139
Sandoval
dressof
be
used
suit
will
for
tailor
them with full directions.
Is
moment
spring
the
weight,
dapper
TEMPLE MONTEFI ORE Douglas
268 residence of Peter Roth, where a lane
645
377
black velvet, cut straight from hip to es. Large patches of flat embroid- San Juan
S.
J.
Ninth
Raisin,
street,
avenue and
706
786 running from Eighth street Joins the
1542
hem and discreetly ornamented on ery will be used on frocks of this Rio Arriba
Mora road, thence running westerly
rabbi.
197
1232
1429
Valencia
band
of
broad
material.
"with
a
side
either
Services and sermon every Friday
2346
297
2643
along the south line of said lane 243
Santa Fe
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
The
Jacket
chil- smart fancy braiding.
feet more or less to a stone; thence
night at 8 o'clock. Services for
5571
dren and Sabbath school every Satur19175
Totals
13,604 running In a southeasterly direction
against it, and on a recent visit to
along a fence a distance of 1140 feet
day morning at 10 o'clock.
WRY THE COLONEL
Oyster Bay I repeated my reason
more or less to a point, thence runIN
ONE DAY
TO CURE A COLD
for believing such action would be
$100 Reward, $100
BROMO Quinine ning in an easterly direction along a
LAXATIVE
Take
The readers of this paper will be
TOO unwise. Mr. Roosevelt agreed with Tablets. Druggists refund money if it fance 93 feet more or less to the west
is at
was put out
me" and the statement
pleased to learn that there science
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cure
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A DELICIOUS

.OCAL NEWS

WE HAVE THE CHOICE
"

OP AN EXTRA FANCY CAR OP

REGAL1 SHOES

FLAVOR

Stetson Hat Sale at the Hub.
i

Navel Oranges

Wanted to rent a piano. Inquire
at this pfflce.

20c to 6bc Per Dozen

300 J no. B. Stetson hats, slightly
soiled $3.50 at the Hub.

IN ALL SIZES FROM

SOME PARTICULARLY FINE

Tangerines
25c to 30c Per Dozen

IKE DAVIS
.

Phone Main

193 or Main 194

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

..Oats..

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops
AND

c

All high grade tonics used at

Nol-ette'- s

barber shop.

Cooking "en casserole" produces a delicious flavor, ..impossible to describe, due to the complete cooking of the food, and to
the fact that it is served on the table in the vessel in which it is
cooked. Instead of boiling, roasting or broiling, (methods which
demand a very high heat), food prepared in Fulper cassaroles is
cooked long and slowly at a gentle heat. In this way the food
is rendered both nutritious and most agreeable in taste.

The
Most

Serviceable

This evening the Business Men and
Clean hot towel, each and every the Normal University basketball
shave, at Sanitary Baber Shop. Nagle teams will clash for the supremacy
& Buhler.
of the universe. The Y. M. C. A
court will be the scene of the battle.
The board of county commissioners The Business Men say they are go
will hold its next regular
meeting ing to defeat the Normal. They "may
February 6.
not be quite so skillful but they're
twice as cute in their way of sizing
Automobile, carriage and sign up the situation. Admission will be
painting by a practical painter. 429 fifteen cents. If they do not charge
Grand avenue.'
their minda at the last minute the
Business Men will line up as follows:
300 Jno. B. Stetson Hats, slightly Mills,
center; Baker and Meade, forwater soiled, all the latest blocks soft wards, Shilllnglaw and Ilfeld, guards.
anrf stiff, $3.50.
The Normal boys will line up as fol
lows: Comstock, center; Ellis and
Mr. and Mrs- - J. E. Seay, who re
Koogler, forwards, Comstock and
side on Tilden avenue, are the par Fredericks, guards.
ents of a little daughter, born to Mrs.
Seay.
Returns from the various precinctB
of the county for the recent election
Tomorrow afternoon
George Fitz- - at which the proposed constitution of
eimmons will addresa the regular Sun the new state of New Mexico was ratiday men's meeting at 4 o'clock in the fied toy a big majority have been sent
Y. M. C. A. building.
by Probate Clerk Lorenzo Delgado to
Secretary Nathan Jaffa at Santa Fe.
Miss Lola C. de Baca who has been Mr. Jaffa will send the
complete reill with typhoid for several weeks, Js turns' of the territory to the authori
Improving. She expects to be able to ties at Washington. Aa the election
sit up in a short time.
was held under the direction of the
United States government its officials
For Sale Two lots on Tilden ave will attend to the task of canvassing
nue, facing east between 9th and the votes. In territorial and county
10th streets. A bargain for cash.
elections the' various boards of coun
Harris Real Estate Co.
ty commissioners throughout the ter-rltcanvass the returns.
Chicken dinner Sunday at White
Kitchen. Twentiy-fiv- e
cents.
"A Daughter of .the Desert," which
was presented last nlgnt in Mackel'a
A marriage license was granted yes opera house by a troupe of amateurs,
terday at the court house to Abelina was witnessed by a large crowd. The
Pacheco, 16, of East Las Vegas, and young actors did their part well. The
Francisco Salz, 22 of Puertecita.
play is a stirring story of western life
and it was given In excellent style by
There will be no preaching services the young people, many of whose
at the First Baptist church tomorrow. fathers and mothers participated in
The other regular Sunday services some of the hardships and perils of
will occur at the regular hours,
the early days of New Mexico. The
performance was a credit to the ac
tons and it is to be hoped hey will re
Boots and shoes made to order for peat their efforts for ..the, pleasure of
tij,
cripples a specialty. My old custom Lajs Vegas audiences.
ers and the public are generally in
Several dump cars for use on the
vited to call and see me. Joe Mar
tram railway on the Bite of the Cam-fieltin 521 Sixth street.
dam have arrived from the facare being taken today to the
and
tory
The Fraternal Brotherhood
has
scene
of
operations. The work has
changed Its regular weekly meetings
from Friday to Monday night. The been delayed about a week on account
of the slowness of the arrival of the
change will become effective at the
cars. The hydraulic syetem of wash
first meeting in February.
ing the material for the dam into
has been abolished- It has been
Vincente Martinez, an old and place to
soak the dirt and other ma
decided
prominent resident of Las Vegas,
it to settle evenly.
terial,
causing
died last night after a short illness
This method is believed to be more
of six days. Mr. Martinez is survived
satisfactory than the hydraulic plan.
by a wife and seven children. The
funeral will be held tomorrow afterSuperintendent a B. Busser's order
noon from the Church of Our Lady
the admission of children
prohibiting
of Sorrows.
under 9 years of age to the Santa Fe
entertainments was put in force last
The Commercial club has announced night. As a result the best of order
that it has arranged details for the prevailed, much to the satisfaction of
entertainment of the Santa Fe officials the audience and the performers. Mrs.
who will be here next month with Ayer, head of the concert company,
that road's Harmony Special. It i3 said the house was quieter last night
planned to make several features of than any hall the company has used
the program a surprise for the rail eince beginning the tour .on the Santa
road men and the townspeople as well Fe circuit.
'
so the club officials are not saying
much.
Early next month the Santa Fe
will resume the rock ballasting of its
tracks to Albuquerque. Last year
the ballast was extended as far ag
Then the work was haltDomingo.
ed. L. W. Lewis of Emporia, Kan.,
wjho has the contract for furnishing allast for the tracks, has established a big rock crusher at
This will be put in operation
about February 10.

-

Business

LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.

Chicken dinner Sunday at White
cents.
Kitchen. Twently-flv- e

shoes stand
of everyunder
the
continual
strain
up
do.
wear
as
day
Regals

No other

No More Bother

$400

$450

$500

Phone Main

131

,

ESTABLISHED 1870

Tine

d

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico

-

First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.

A General Banking Business

Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

Sweet Peas

White

Pink

Beautiful and Fragrant

$1.00 PER HUNDRED

& Son

Perry Onion
Store Phone Main

462

Ranch Phone 276.

Box Candy

Slaughter
Friday and Saturday

FOR THE BEST OF

JAN. 27 and

We will sell

28

Loose- -

Wiles and

Beef

vins Box Candies

Mutton
Porfc

000000000000

Veal:

30
',

AT COST

Chicken
Sausages
All Kinds

,,.

000000000000

Fish
'

tOO TO THE

A.V--

Pickles, Etc

,

HAVfiTEf ST

See Our Window

,

Co. Store
Graaf & Hay ward
OP EVERYTamQ
WE ALWAYS

Ne- -

EATABLE

.

H.

STEARNS
GROCER.

ng

I

with your

Washing
when
all

it is sent to us. We take

the work, the bother and the

worry from your shoulders. And
how much more comfortable it
makes Monday for all the family, not to have the washing in
the house.

,

We call for your week's washing regularly and promptly. We
wash all the clothes, starch the
pieces that need It, dry all the
clothes and iron and fold, ready
for use .the bed and table linen,
towels and other flat pieces.
You know our process is sanitary and safe. You will appreciate .too, it's reliability, quickness and the quality of our
work.

GREENBERGER
"A
Square Deal"

See our "Rough Dry" list for
prices, and try us next week.

OU

CAN

Hoosier

a

BUY

Kitchen

Cabinet as cheap

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

in Las Vegas" as you can
in Chicago. Come in and

Phone Main 81.

examine them.

y

Las Vegas Roller Mills

ar

We should like to supply the business
men of this town with stylish, snug- fitting,
Regals. You'll
find Regals comfortable, serviceable
satisfactory in every way.
long-weari-

Footwear
$350

ready-to-we-

PLAN TO HARMONIZE
It is a pleasure for us to show our goods
WORK

jF

NORMALS
T

DR. ROBERTS TO CONFER WITH

-

SUPERINTENDENT CLARK
AT SANTA FE
At the sumons of J. E. Clark, terri
torial superintendent of public instructions, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the New Mexico Normal University, will go next Tuesday to Santa
Fe to participate ia a consultation
which ia expected to result in the bet
ter harmonizing of the work of the
New Mexico normal schools with the
requirements of the territorial board
of education. C. M. Light, president
of the Silver City Normal School, will
also be present. It is desired to so
arrange the curriculi of the Normal
schools that a territorial teacher's
certificate may be guaranteed to every
graduate of the six years' course. This
action haa been urged by the present
administration of the New Mexico
Normal University. The plan Is to
set a standard of work for all the
Normal schools to require of those
students who desire territorial certifi
cates.
DR. FEST UNDER
Dr. F. T. B. Fest of

J.

C,

JOHNSEN & SON
Exclusive Agents.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phon MeJn 227,j

-

(SdDSjJ ai'tj'nctafl

jl7(U)SBii
SCREENED cS& LUMP

KNIFE

this city un
derwent an operation last night for
the removal of superflous tissue of tlio
abdomen. While delicate, the opera
tion was not considered serious and
the patient is expected to be up and
about within a short time. It is said
that next time Dr. Fest meets his
friends, they may not recognize him
because of the absence of a large
share of his avoirdupois.

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

Dm
Foot of Main St,

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

W.' CONDON

Does a pretty woman consider it
a glaring fault in a man who stares
at her?

Phono Main 2 1

Ferndell
"Pure Food"

Cer-rillo-

Delicately
Formed

Jam

jj

Miss Margaret Healy, a member of
the faculty of the Normal University, and gently reared, women will find In
has written from Wallingford, Vt, all the seasons of their lives, as maidwhere she was called by the serious ens, wives and mothers, that the one
illness of her mother a week ago, that simple, wholesome laxative remedy,
her mother is somewhat improved which acts gently and pleasantly and
will be unable to return naturally and which may be taken at
Mies
V

(Ripe Prnit and Sugar

For Extreme
Comfort Wear
j

Healy
to her work here for at least a week any time, when the system needs a
laxative, with perfect safety and real
ly beneficial effects, is Syrup of Figs
The case of Juan Castas, Refugio and Elixir of Senna.
Castas and Dolores Castas, who are
It has that true delicacy of flavor
charged with assault with intent to which is so refreshing to the taste,
kill Faustln Ortiz, has been postponed that warming and grateful toning to
until Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock, the stomach which responds so favor
Judge Felipe Baca y Garcia will hear ably to its action and the laxative efthe trial. The trouble between the fect which is so beneficial to the sysfour men occurred several days ago. tem when, occasionally, Its gentle
cleansing is required.
For La Grippe Coughs and Stuffy
The genuine, always bearing the
Colds
name of the California Fig Syrup Co.,
It
Tftlra Folev'B Hnnev and Tar.
may" be purchased from all leading
Lives quick relief and expels the cold
no druggists in original packages of one
from your system. It contains
.
yfj u size only, price fifty cents per bottle- - (i
opiate, it I la rsafe ana f ain-eSchaefer sad Red Cross Drnfc'Co.
i

Martha
Washington
Comfort Shoes
:'
...

t

widths and sizes
Twct different styles

A11

PRICES $2.25 to $2.50 $

I Romero Merc. Coil

only)

Damson Plum
Red Currant
Fig
Black Currant
Red Raspberry

Blackberry
Red Cherry
Red Tomato
Strawberry
TRY A JAR
AT

BOUCHER'S

1

